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Future of Cities: Los Angeles (FOC:LA) seeks
to strengthen and expand LA’s culture of civic
leadership by connecting and cultivating new and
current civic leaders through convenings, events,
and programs across the region. We bring together
diverse leaders and stakeholders to spark creative,
disruptive thought and dialog about our region’s
unique social, structural, and political challenges —
and opportunities. We believe that through a shared
sense of civic identity; through connection across
conventional boundaries; and through thoughtful
inquiry into LA’s past, present, and future, we
can create an enduring legacy of locally focused
investment that will help build an even more
prosperous, livable, and equitable Los Angeles.
Founded in 2004, the Huntington-USC Institute on
California and the West (ICW) is a collaborative
teaching, research, and outreach initiative focused
on the history and culture of the modern American
West. Through ICW, the academic mission of USC
Dornsife College of Letters, Arts and Sciences is
effectively aligned with the research and educational
mission of The Huntington Library.
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I BELIEVE IN L.A.
L.A. has always been my home. I’m second-generation—daughter of a father born in Boyle Heights in 1919, raised
on L.A. stories. My dad took me on one of the last runs of the original Angels Flight and I knew that the great
Broadway movie palaces in the 1930s cost 10 cents and you got a free Abba Zabba bar at intermission. I hiked the
mountains of Griffith Park, celebrated birthday parties at Genie Land, Bob Baker Marionette, and of course Beverly
Park (I liked riding the fast lane on Goldie). L.A. Dodgers and Roman Gabriel’s Rams were central in my life.
Los Angeles also grabbed my professional life from the beginning, with Assemblymember Richard Katz in the
northeast San Fernando Valley. Then, the honor of working for Tom Bradley. Next, the founding of two L.A.centric organizations, the volunteer action center L.A. Works and the civic-focused Jewish Federation New
Leaders Project, plus two decades on the L.A. County Human Relations Commission. And I was a kid in the
candy store consulting at Los Angeles magazine.
Viscerally the frontier imagery of the West feels like second nature. On the frontier, we are not bound by the
conventions of the past.
I believe in cities.
I see the energy, the promise, where the best and brightest have an opportunity to mix and dream and build.
The opportunity to set a tone. And now, the obligation to push for inclusive cities, where all can rise. Cities have
never been more key to ensuring the health and wellbeing of their inhabitants.
I believe in leadership.
From dedicated grassroots leaders to generous philanthropists, a great city needs a devoted cadre of
people who can catalyze energy and movement, who are willing to foster important connection across all
lines, helping ideas meet resources.
Furthermore, leadership must have an ever-evolving definition as times and needs change, as this study demonstrates.
I believe we need more people to make L.A. a priority.
We are at another crossroad here in L.A… where we have the chance to fulfill our promise to be a world-class
metropolis of and for the future.
Look to the past to see where we are going, the authors of this study tell us.
The players may have changed but the stage remains. We have new and different industries, an ever more
diverse population, new and ample 21st-century challenges, and new groups arising to respond to them.
Let’s support those efforts and push the frontier. Let’s swell the ranks of those willing to take on civic roles and
help make new histories as advocates, philanthropists, social entrepreneurs, public servants, state and local
commissioners, artists, writers, and more.
Look at a map of the Los Angeles region, simultaneously dense and sprawling. Look at the history of our civic
institutions, at once unburdened and unsupported by other cities’ long-established ways of doing things. It is
up to us to take the good fortune of our diversity and innovation, our creativity and perennial newness, and,
indeed, our geography and history to develop something even more extraordinary that will last for generations
of Angelenos to come. We have the space to lead.

Donna Bojarsky
Founder and President, Future of Cities: Los Angeles
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PREFACE
Los Angeles, a unique microcosm of culture, grit, and creativity, has a history that must be known in order
for us to grow. I know this because I’ve lived here all my life. I grew up in South Los Angeles, graduated
from Hamilton High School, and have a degree from the University of Southern California. I’ve watched this
community change and have helped it grow. One characteristic I can point to as a motif throughout my life
here is the power of community organizing and civic engagement. And the most effective civic leadership is
born from grassroots organizing, the importance of which, especially today, should never be misunderstood
or underestimated.
Throughout my time as an organizer and beyond, local groups have been the wind of the movement. At
the height of the crack cocaine and gang crisis of the 1990s, it was the neighborhoods coming together
with Community Coalition to address the raging health crisis of drug addiction and HIV and AIDS that had
enveloped our community, but was largely ignored by the outside world. Our methods were simple: by
advocating for policy solutions that built up the community, instead of tearing it apart through punitive drug
laws and violent policing tactics, we meaningfully addressed the issues facing us. The power is, and always
will be, with the people.
When I was elected to represent Los Angeles at the state level, I applied the same organizing model. In 2008,
California confronted its greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression, and I was elected Assembly
Speaker. In that role, again, I placed immense value in sustained, collaborative civic leadership as we fasttracked billions of dollars for infrastructure projects to aid Californians who had been affected by the
national economic crisis.
Now, I am currently serving in Washington, DC, in the middle of my fourth term, still proud to represent the
city where I grew up. Never straying far from those community organizing roots, I’m bringing the best of Los
Angeles to our efforts at reforming our child welfare system. Who would know that experience better than
current and former foster youth themselves? So I led the Congressional Caucus on Foster Youth to bring more
than 100 current and former foster youth to meet with their Members of Congress to discuss the issues that
continue to affect them the most. Again, the power was with the people.
Grassroots activism and civic engagement, rooted in our local histories, is what makes communities great.
Future of Cities: Los Angeles is an important initiative helping to do just that as it encourages civic-minded
leaders to collectively create the brightest possible future for Los Angeles. FOC:LA’s new report, Space to
Lead: A Century of Civic Leadership in Los Angeles, offers vital lessons from the diverse history of civic
initiatives across sectors and communities.
As Los Angeles moves towards the future, it carries its past. We remember 1932 and 1984 when we plan for
2028. We remember the Unrest as we strive for peace. We remember division as we seek and find unity.
Without knowing our history, how could we best proceed? It’s on us—the people—to lead that charge.

Karen Bass
Member of Congress for the 37th District of California
67th Speaker of the California State Assembly
Founder, Community Coalition
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PART ONE
Introduction
The history of civic leadership in Los Angeles is a story
of diffusion. From recreation to revitalization, across
geographies, economies, and political structures, the
past one hundred years has illuminated the promise
and the peril that beckons when civic leaders engage
one another in this diffuse landscape to advance
visions of the public good. Whether a persistent
paradox or an ongoing tension, the juxtapositions of
coordination, diffusion, partnership, and fragmentation
have been defining characteristics of civic conflicts
and collaborations in Southern California.
At their best, civic leaders have served a vital
intermediary role between elected officials and
the grassroots: supporting, constraining, prodding,
demanding, and more—inspiring action on all sides
and insuring that successes are sustained. Their
achievements tell us that Los Angeles is a place where
culturally and generationally diverse individuals can
connect place and perspective to action. Building upon
authenticity and authority growing out of local ties
to specific neighborhoods (even particular streets
or blocks), these leaders sought change and made a
difference. Their stories tell of personal relationships
that transcended position and geography in building
coalitions of shared interests and values, solving
problems by bridging diverse but not impossibly
divergent domains. Their triumphs shine with creativity
and adaptability. These were (and are) Angelenos
unafraid to demand the good where they saw it
lacking, and to seek footholds for brave new ideas.
These legacies are important and powerful.
These histories also offer us a usable past. As the
21st century deepens, contextualizing the present
and anticipating the future with an eye on the past
can be powerfully catalytic. Our recent history offers
a framework for a meaningful civic identity to carry
us through the emerging 21st century. The great
collective enterprises of the first quarter of the
current century have not emerged, context-free, from
a screenwriter’s imagination and a studio set. History
matters: it obligates us to learn more, know more,
and, thus grounded, do more. This is true across all
facets of metropolitan challenge, and Los Angeles is no
exception: all places, all cities, incubate better ideas
and better leaders when history is at the table
of imagining and decision-making.
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As cross-sector efforts to enhance urban health and
wellbeing gain visibility, the history of civic problem
solving in Los Angeles offers insights and lessons
through which to forge an improved collective future.
Our region’s vast geography, diffuse power structure,
and diverse population have helped make it a
trailblazer. However, inattention to history, persistent
political fragmentation, and an artificially narrowed
civic elite have occluded our record of innovation.
Indeed, history complicates all that we have inherited
from the Angelenos and the Los Angeles that predates us. Like all stories, our history can inspire and
can reveal the sticky intricacies that vex problem
solvers at any level of engagement. No less than
the scientific uplift efforts of the turn of the 20th
century, the reconfiguration of metropolitan mobility
through mass transit necessarily entails the imperfect
and uncomfortable imposition of urban planning
order on roadways built to extend (some might say
indulge) individual frontier freedom through the
single-occupancy automobile. The remaking of the Los
Angeles River is no less ambitious than the raising of
the Music Center—and no less fraught than the razing
of Bunker Hill or the obliteration of Chavez Ravine. And
even if today’s dividing lines involve class alongside
race and ethnicity, taming the twin-headed Cerberus of
homelessness and housing insecurity necessarily has
reanimated battles over justice, equity, and inclusion
that have been waged since the earliest days of
redlining and the criminalization of racial difference.
The case studies examined in Part Two of this report
look through the lens of diffusion at the history of
civic leadership in Los Angeles, exploring success and
failure, public and private initiatives, and the impact
or contributions made to the public good. Viewing
diffusion as wholly negative would be a mistake;
rather, the unique quality of diffusion in Los Angeles
has long been both a strength and a challenge.
Diffusion has opened up spaces, often grassroots
spaces, for unanticipated leadership. It has created
opportunities for greater civic engagement through
ordinary people seeking change, as well as through
the emergence of powerful and charismatic leaders.
Diffusion and fragmentation have been excuses for
inaction and left room for conflicts to fester—but
they also have facilitated collaboration and crosssector cooperation through sometimes surprising and
unanticipated alliances (even those born of tension).
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Over the last century, private citizens and community
organizations have often joined with elected officials
and other quasi-public civic leaders to force progress
and achieve mutual goals. Moreover, the region’s location
on the West Coast and its growth in the late 19th
century meant that Los Angeles lacked long-standing
American institutions and organizations that might
guide (or hinder) its development. Thus, a tangible sense
of innovation, experimentation, openness to change, and
the welcoming of new ideas are woven into the fabric of
life and leadership in Los Angeles.

What Is ‘Civic Leadership’ and
Where Has it Gone?

Throughout the 20th century, civic leadership
frequently meant “the bold action of small, tightknit circles of local business leaders … [who]
assumed major civic roles and responsibilities” to
address regional priorities.3 Business leaders—who
often could outlast local elected officials—exerted
disproportionate influence based on their “economic
power, the long identification of their firms with the
If necessity is the mother of invention, the diffuse
city, and their own deep affection for the city.” They
power structure of Los Angeles has necessitated
saw their corporate success as intertwined with the
an experimental aesthetic and sense of innovation
city’s success, and “they used their power to rebuild
often revered. Yet there is
sections of town, influence the
a danger in such reverence
location of public facilities and
precisely because Los Angeles
development projects, make
The humongous literature
has a history of erasing or
and break mayors, and allocate
on leadership reflects the
forgetting the past in pursuit
the resources of foundations
changing times. Leading by
of the reinvention of civic
they controlled to projects and
commanding and controlling
identity unmoored from
programs they deemed worthy
historical precedents or ties.
of support.”4 “Civic leadership”
is out; leading by cooperating
The destruction of Chavez
by this definition usually meant
and collaborating is in… [but]
Ravine and Bunker Hill are the
establishing bulwarks to protect
there is… a yawning gap
best-known examples of this
or benefit the few rather than
between leadership theory
amnesia. More recently, the 6th
the many; the broad influence
Street Viaduct redesign was
and narrow agenda of the
and leadership practice. Still,
touted as a precedent-setting
Committee of 25, backed by
the idea… that 21st century
civic project with the potential
the Los Angeles Times, is an
leaders need to listen and
to transform the public identity
egregious example of the impact
learn… and the idea that
of Los Angeles. Early in the
of elite power unchecked and
unfettered.5 However, this model
project, the viaduct’s architect
those who are other than
of business-led leadership has
declared the “impermanence
leaders should also be heard—
long been in decline, and not only
of L.A.’s built environment” as
these ideas matter.2
in Los Angeles. In communities
a “real advantage” because it
nationwide, observers have
allowed the freedom to solve
— Barbara Kellerman,
noted, the “traditional power
urban problems without being
Brookings Institution, 2012
brokers who dominated civic life
hindered by the past.1 However,
relying solely on innovation and
have passed on or lost their air
fresh ideas to shape our future
of invincibility …paternalism is
without recognition of the past and of exemplary
no recipe for prosperity in the twenty-first century.”6
antecedents clashes with our sense of the power
Economic restructuring has accelerated this decline as
of civic history.
national, even multinational, consolidations also have
led to the loss of corporate headquarters from many
Uncovering the hidden civic history of Los Angeles is
metropolitan areas.7 Large local corporations no longer
an essential component for building a strong sense
make up the majority of many business communities.
of civic identity. By making these stories accessible,
we invite Angelenos to recognize their own histories
The rapid changes confronting metropolitan regions
within them and to find inspiration for greater civic
worldwide have only increased the urgency and
involvement. Los Angeles is at a defining moment
complexity of the problems facing urban leaders today.
in which self-reflection and respect for our shared
They also have spurred new reflection on the meaning
histories are vital for moving forward with a more
and potential of civic leadership. It is clear that models
inclusive and holistic approach to civic leadership in
of civic leadership in which political and business elites—
the 21st century.
typically wealthy, white men—make the majority of civic
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The breadth of the Pacific Electric mass transit system is testament to the early geographic diffusion of urban Los Angeles. By
the 1920s, having incorporated regional lines dating back to 1869, spanning San Pedro, Santa Monica, Whittier, San Gabriel, and
beyond, it had become the largest electric railway system in the world. Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library.

decisions for others, without consultation or engagement,
are neither defensible nor viable.8 Since the turn of the
21st century, analyses of leadership theory increasingly
have focused on redefining what civic leadership means
and how best to harness it for the future.9
We define civic leadership as the coordinated
deployment of political, social, or financial capital by
an individual or group engaged in finding solutions to
the complex problems and needs of a town, city, or
region. Civic leadership entails virtually “all leadership
activity that serves a public purpose in the city region,”
and civic leaders can be “found in the public, private,
and community/voluntary sectors and they operate at
many geographical levels—from the street block to the
entire city… and beyond.”10 Civic leaders aim to motivate
others in pursuit of a claimed public good, such as
housing, transportation, the arts, the economy, etc.,
however subjective or contested that claim may be.
Civic leadership occurs in both formal and informal civic
spaces—political structures, community organizations,
nonprofits, public and private foundations, or public
boards and commissions. Civic leadership differs from
other kinds of public leadership because it occurs within
complex formal and informal structures, rather than
the vertical and hierarchical contexts conventionally
associated with other leadership types.11 To that
end, civic leaders draw on previously established
relationships within and across social, economic, and
public sectors, and work within existing structures,
organizations, and processes, and they frequently
create new relationships and organizational structures
to pursue their community priorities. However, civic
leadership does not preclude or shy away from conflict—
whether protests, lawsuits, or political contests—and
sometimes long-term progress comes from working
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through conflicts among civic actors who all believe
they are seeking the public good.12
Conversely, weak civic leadership is a significant
barrier to urban problem solving. This is in no way to
suggest that such gaps are easily soluble. Experts
agree there is a “significant civic leadership gap”
worldwide, in part because of “unprecedented urban
growth and because the nature of the leadership
challenges… is changing dramatically” at the local
level.13 Geographic sprawl, nonprofit fragmentation,
government organization, and the lack of strategic
goals, among other factors, also have served to limit
the ability of civic leaders to enact change.14
During the 20th century, Los Angeles and California
often quietly led the nation in matters of civic
innovation, policy making, environmentalism, and other
issues. Many older cities across the country now have
the sprawl (geographic diffusion) and diversity (social
diffusion) that Los Angeles has always experienced.
While other cities and regions only relatively recently
have found themselves contending with governmental
fragmentation and the need for regional approaches,
Los Angeles has grappled with these challenges
for decades. And Los Angeles has had its share of
municipal and economic elites whose power verged
on vast. Oil and newspaper barons, transit magnates,
studio executives, developers, aviation and aerospace
corporations and their chief executives, even water
engineers have often spoken from vaunted positions
of immense power. Diffusion has not prevented—and
well may have enabled—inequitable agglomerations
of clout. But in recent decades, even with businessfriendly policies designed to attract economic
investment, private sector–driven civic leadership
has found itself in decline.
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Principles of Civic Leadership: From General Theory to Local Practice
Individuals, institutions, and communities are key to the civic process. Effective civic leadership draws on all three; “in any given
city, there is a pattern of dispersed leadership. In modern conditions of social complexity power is fragmented and this means
that civic leadership involves a process of connecting the fragments.”15 More importantly, elected leaders can play a crucial
role in facilitating cooperation and innovation. Understanding the interplay of individuals, institutions, and communities in Los
Angeles civic life over the past century can help inform our sense of civic identity and provide a knowledge base for crafting
place-based leadership strategies. Common to the case studies in Part Two of this report are five elements, each of which has
influenced the course of events. While they are far from unique to Los Angeles, they have important local applications.

1. Place matters

Because Los Angeles is not a solitary city (and because greater Los Angeles is so vast), civic leaders have to work closely with
other cities, with the county, and/or with private organizations to achieve desired outcomes. In other cities, geographic borders
are clearly drawn. Here, there are 5 independent cities within the border of the City of Los Angeles and another 82 cities just
outside its borders, and the City shares its name with the County of Los Angeles. No other city in the country has this kind
of geopolitical ambiguity, especially in a city of this size where no one person is all-powerful. This diffusion of power not only
makes leading Los Angeles a challenging prospect, but also requires a metropolitan approach to problem solving. Moreover, Los
Angeles civic leaders have operated in ambiguous and power-sharing civic spaces for over a century. Taking a regional approach
to civic challenges has long been a strength—borne of necessity, but pioneered and fine-tuned here in Southern California.

2. Charisma matters

The unique quality of diffuse power in Los Angeles has created the space and opportunity for the emergence of powerful
and charismatic civic leaders over the last century. In other words, despite the essential need for coalition building and
metropolitan problem solving, the region also needs strong leadership simply to capture and hold a great many Angelenos’
attention. At the same time, however, the most effective civic leaders fully understand the specific challenges of their
polities and create strategies tailored to those needs by fulfilling the role of inter-group mediator, rather than of hero or
savior—“enabl[ing] talented individuals to lead while simultaneously de-personalizing success.”16 While there are certainly
drawbacks and limitations as pertains to whose voices get heard, Los Angeles’s successful civic initiatives are often headed
by charismatic leaders able to harness support from an obviously broad constituency.

3. Coalitions matter

The majority of Los Angeles’s most successful civic initiatives have relied on collaboration in all forms to achieve desired
goals—even when conflicting civic coalitions have had to resolve conflicts to do so. Private citizens and community
organizations frequently joined with elected officials and other quasi-public civic leaders to enact change and to plan for the
future of Los Angeles. Without collaboration and alliances, no single sector has been strong enough to achieve results when
no one person, government entity, or organization is all-powerful. Angelenos are used to collaborating in a way that few
people in other cities experience. While it is not always an easy or seamless process, aligning stakeholder values, interests,
priorities, and needs is a key part of our civic culture.

4. Grassroots engagement matters

The diffuse power structure in Los Angeles has also created space outside of politics for greater civic engagement, especially
with regard to private and nonprofit organizations. The region’s strongest nonprofits have vastly diffuse donor bases. For
example, the Los Angeles Music Center was a mid-century project that could not reach completion with just one donor group;
rather, it required support from the entire region and donors from every sector of society. It is just one instance of how a Los
Angeles nonprofit led by a charismatic private citizen pioneered a public-private model in pursuit of a vital civic goal. More than
that, the record of private and nonprofit civic initiatives demonstrates that leadership has often emerged from the ground up.

5. Innovation matters

Los Angeles’s location on the Pacific Coast and its rapid growth initiated in the late 19th century meant that the region lacked
long-standing American institutions and organizations that otherwise might catalyze or inhibit civic development. Out of
this vacuum developed a tradition of experimentation and a record of innovation, enabled in part by geographic and political
diffusion. However, such qualities are not without challenges. While such an experimental aesthetic is rooted in part in the
region’s well-cultivated short-term memory, this long-standing record of innovation has created a very real tension with
history and raises the question of what it means to have a history of forgetting.
Recognizing and respecting the past is the key to shaping a well-defined sense of civic identity that values our shared history
without losing our collective spirit of creativity. This particular quality may be unique to Los Angeles, in that keen observers have
noted its exceptional “island on the land” characteristics. Might this trait provoke problem-solving innovation? Doing so would mean
fighting back against the region’s tendency to invent usable pasts in the service of bold and bald profits and historical erasure.
To be effective, reference to local history must be clear-eyed and free of nostalgic yearnings for yesteryears that never existed.
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Why Does Los Angeles Matter…
Civic leadership matters because done right, it can
help bring about economic growth and social equity
alike. Communities that intentionally create strong
connections among publicly minded leaders from
diverse sectors and backgrounds are both more
resilient and more creative.17 Broader understanding
of and empowerment of civic leadership—especially
in an environment as diffuse as Los Angeles—can
transform power. As Bruce Katz and Jeremy Nowak
observe, “a broader vision of city power as organic
market and civic power is self-generating. Like interest,
it compounds and grows with use, because it opens
up new possibilities and brings to the table more
resources, more expertise and more innovation.”18
Effective innovation for future growth and equity
depends on honest accounting of lessons learned
from respecting and embracing the past. Through a
shared sense of civic identity, thoughtful inquiry, and
connection across conventional barriers, civic leaders
and engaged Los Angeles residents can strengthen
the pride of place and gain the tools needed to build
a vibrant and cutting-edge metropolis. No less in Los
Angeles than elsewhere, successful civic initiatives
have been those that encourage coalition building and
power sharing shaped by shared regional concerns
rather than by narrowly defined civic entities.19
However, L.A.’s characteristic diffusion frequently has
meant gridlock instead of problem solving.
Clearly, more can be done to foster broader and more
effective initiatives across diverse sectors, groups, and
geographies. This can be achieved by better understanding
the history of civic leadership and civic initiatives across
the metropolis, and by focusing on the processes that
bring about solutions. Angelenos can draw on the lessons
of the past to inform our approach to metropolitan problem
solving and to shape the future of Los Angeles:
zzRegional leadership has worked well when there is a
clearly defined goal, which is what the most successful
civic initiatives in Los Angeles have in common.
zzThose instances of sustained success were often
led by civic leaders who deliberately cultivated truly
inclusive multiracial, cross-class coalitions.
zzConversely, numerous initiatives, even otherwise
successful ones, missed opportunities to take a
more holistic approach to civic problem solving. By
focusing on a narrow set of solutions, leaders often
missed the chance to create broader-based, longerterm cross-sector solutions.
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zzInitiatives that focused on performing arts, civic
aesthetics, parks, and playgrounds generally appealed
more widely to all Angelenos, and typically enjoyed
widespread support; initiatives that had to do with
social justice, labor, economic and racial strife, or
redefining citizenship were often more contentious
and took longer to achieve even partial success.
Thus, we propose, civic elites stand a better chance of
success when they frame problem-solving approaches
with attention to historical context, reclaiming and
learning from our civic history. Comparative models
arise from such historical perspective; lessons of
triumph and failure; informed knowledge about
precursor actors, groups, coalitions. Acknowledging
what was originated or tried before, as well as
crediting prior efforts by individuals, groups, and
institutions, can pay dividends in the form of progress.
Los Angeles matters because it long has been an
innovator and trailblazer in civic problem solving. But
how might we inspire deeper civic engagement? How
might we create pipelines and greater support for civic
leadership in Los Angeles? How might we encourage
voices that are more diverse? Experts agree that there
are a few key broad action frameworks that can sustain
effective metropolitan leadership, including “shared
knowledge generation and agenda setting; inclusionary
issue framing; collaborative leadership development;
coordinated action; and demonstrating success.”20 These,
in turn, depend on leadership that can “bring groups
of people together to solve problems and do grand
things that they cannot do as individuals. To reflect the
distributed genius of the city, leaders must be adept at
creating and stewarding horizontal relationships rather
than issuing and executing hierarchical mandates.”21
The first step, therefore, for Los Angeles toward this
new model of governance is for leaders—established and
emerging alike—to look back in order to look forward.
The recent history of Los Angeles amply demonstrates
that these frameworks and models of leadership are
not beyond our reach, but our grasp has been episodic
at best. To be sure, the previous century is full of
civic missteps, each with continuing reverberations
and consequences. Many of them came from treating
diffusion as something other than a social fact. Too
many people have mistaken diffusion for entropy or
apathy and responded with attempts at command-andcontrol centralization. But many successful 20th-century
leaders understood diffusion for what it is and instead
built connections across sectors and power centers.
How, then, might we catalyze a spirit of preparation and
anticipation for what is to come? How, then, might we
bridge where we have been into where we go?
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…And Where Do We Go from Here?

and space met forever in grace. Not so, we’ve learned.
Not so for those who sought to impose an imaginary
Los Angeles is a million and more things. But it is
(and usually centralized) Los Angeles on the very
surely a place that, in its communal and individual
real communities and neighborhoods that constitute
embrace of the better angels within its very name,
the metropolis. Not so for any of it; a Better City
has long strived to be about working hard to be better,
movement attuned to the future and its possibilities
to reform and repair what is wrong, what is broken,
had best be egalitarian in theory and practice and
even what is evil. To be sure,
had best recognize the force
this place has had its share of
of environmental limits and
meanness, cruelty, violence, and
the urgency of environmental
The gift of urban leaders,
oppression. History tells us all
reconsiderations large and
ironically, is to recognize the
this, too, and there lurks here
small. We can out-think our
still a Los Angeles that earned its
forebears, but only if we
potential in fragmentation.
1850s epithet: Los Diablos.
interview them at their best
— Bruce Katz and
and their worst.
Jeremy Nowak, 2017
We would be naïve and worse
to ignore past ugliness. But it is
When the Olympics first
precisely the darker impulses of
came to Los Angeles in 1932,
human and urban nature that provoke this recasting
some thought the sunshine and the coast could
of where history has left us now, at the very doorstep
magically chase the ill effects of economic collapse
of welcoming the world here in a decade. Our call to
away from Los Angeles. Again, not so. But the Great
action is built upon the foundation of history’s lessons,
Depression brought with it keystone moments of
history’s contexts and content, and history’s ineffable
reform and cross-cultural, cross-sector cooperation:
ability to coax inspiration out of the past, in the
an energetic movement built on cooperative efforts
present, for the future. Our future history calls us to do
at the neighborhood level; political reformers
better; our past history demands it.
successfully battling corruption and graft; a vision—
unrealized, alas—of urban greenbelt planning that,
Just as Progressive Era reformers envisioned a
had it succeeded, would have beautified greater Los
“Better City” across multiple reform initiatives,
Angeles just ahead of wartime and postwar in-fill and
so, too, do we in our era think that better cities
made lasting a legacy of an “emerald necklace” in the
beckon a hundred years hence. We can toss out—
adolescent metropolis of the far West.
and must—the inlaid obstacles that handicapped
those who came before us. Many reached toward
Comes the war, and Los Angeles struggles mightily
an image of human, urban, or regional perfection,
with the deleterious effects of wartime tension and
and events such as World War I dissuaded them,
stress. The capital of unconstitutional discrimination,
often permanently and cripplingly. Internal illogic
Los Angeles is the lodestar of the internment
(and worse) fractured democratic rhetoric and aims
movement of Japanese and Japanese Americans
by way of various discriminatory perspectives,
and, in its sad wake, the site of more eruptions of
policy tools, and economic levers. Racism, always a
anti-Latino violence and extra-legal oppression. But:
strong undercurrent, became a riptide with waves of
so, too, is Los Angeles able to fight back against the
segregation—residential, educational, occupational,
darkest impulses of the era. Reformers and visionaries
personal. Already by 1910, the city and county of
build community coalitions of ethnic and racial liberty
Los Angeles had one of the biggest jail systems in
and wide representation. Electoral and legal battles
the nation; incarceration reflexes and technologies
are fought and won, victories for equity and justice,
drew from, and expanded upon, rapidly codifying
however imperfect, every bit as signal and significant—
tendencies of racism and segregation.22 Sexism made
or more so—than the episodes of hate and intolerance
fighting for women’s suffrage a pitched cultural and
that provoked them into form and action.
electoral battle (recall that men had to be convinced
to vote in order for women to be allowed to do so).
Sail into Los Angeles and the Cold War. Trouble in
Improvements in working conditions and calls for
paradise, to be sure: political intolerance, racial fault
industrial freedom were countered and increasingly
lines, red-baiting, and redlining. Yet: movements toward
overcome by “open shop” policies and anti-labor
desegregation—halting and imperfect, but important as
violence.23 Naïve perspectives on the elasticity of
milestones of a fight worth fighting, training ground
nature gave lie to the notion that Los Angeles and
for young leaders whose vision of the future leaned
Nature existed in some divine harmony where place
more toward a society open than a society closed.
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We must remember the 1960s.
We must listen to the voices
of Watts, that uprising that
surprised everyone but the
people who felt compelled to
rise, and we can look to (some)
reforms that the uprising
brought about. So, too, must we
look to the civic call to action
put out by elites like Dorothy
Chandler, who, ensconced
in wealth and privilege, all
the more so deserves close
attention for her success in
knitting together disparate
parts of greater Los Angeles
into a philanthropic vision aimed
at the downtown cultural scene
and center.

If ever there were a need to
form a more coherent national
community—to marshal
identity to persuade Americans
that we are in this together,
to develop a shared fact base
to make inequality, climate
change, and other challenges
undisputable, to create a set of
repeated interactions in which
trust is built, not eroded—that
time is now.

to collaborate to harness Los
Angeles’s characteristic diffusion
and highlight strands of common
identity and purpose.

Some might argue that the
history of civic leadership in Los
Angeles is the story of nominally
civic-minded but “socially
provincial” and self-interested
economic elites—largely white
and Protestant—giving way
to middle- and working-class
networks powered by multiethnic community organizing.24
To be sure, effective civic
leadership tracks power centers
— Chris Benner and
and that is no less true in Los
Manuel Pastor, 2015
Angeles: diffusion sharpens
the shifts. As the 21st century
On the cusp of our own era,
emerges into its own, it seems
L.A.’s second Olympics did much for this place. A sign
clear that community organizing has reshaped civic
that the metropolis had matured beyond its upstart
leadership as much as, if not more than, replaced it—
status in the 1930s, the 1980s Games proved that a
and has the potential to serve as a source of strength
broad-gauged and proud Angeleno identity existed,
and inclusion.25 The question that remains is how
and that it could be celebrated and sustained. The
each of us, individually and even more so together,
Games also reinforced darker impulses to clear
might find our own paths to change this place for the
and control, at a moment of rapid demographic
better, our shared stewardship of it and one another,
change; in many respects, the civil unrest of 1992
and the legacies we create and gift to those who
had its proximate cause in already souring policecome after us. It is in answering this question that Los
community relations that militarized in the name
Angeles, at its best, has led the nation, and in so doing
of Olympic security. A generation later, we are still
can lead once more.
asking what we have learned, what has changed,
Los Angeles needs new visions of and approaches to
where we can build. How might we welcome 2028
civic leadership if it is to achieve lasting change and
and our region’s third Olympic Games clear-eyed as
meaningful reform. But our spirit of invention must
to what it must or could entail, good with bad?
not be exceptional or parochial: what can we, what
must we, learn from other places, other metropolitan
History is yet vibrant and powerful, and in these pages,
contexts, moments, leaders? What roads were taken,
we see possibilities to render the past usable. Place
what bypassed, and how can we learn from both?
matters: successful interventions bridge and benefit
Municipalities around the globe are uniting in pursuit
disparate geographies. Charisma matters: change
of shared priorities for environmental sustainability,
happens when strong personal relationships, often
resilience, and inclusion; so, too, has the time come
across sociodemographic lines, sustain cultural
for national and international civic pursuit of common
shifts. The grassroots matter: command-and-control
“Better City” goals. As a new Olympic moment beckons
centralization, even with the best intentions, has
at the quarter-century mark, we all can write ourselves
never ended well in Los Angeles. Innovation matters:
into the history books. By matching our desire to know
the Los Angeles tradition of invention extends no
more with a shared commitment to do more, we can
less to civic life than to manufacturing or the media. All
create space to lead.
of which is to say that coalitions matter: we are called
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PART TWO
A Century of Civic Leadership
in Los Angeles: Case Studies
As the definition and power of civic leadership evolves in greater Southern
California and around the nation and world, it is useful to contemplate key
moments in the past for insight and perspective. There are new ideas under
the sun, but there are also historical antecedents of roads taken and not
taken. The past offers more than examples of this or that triumph or failure
of civic engagement; the past—recent and multiple generations back—is where
today’s problems and challenges arose and emerged. Tackling them demands
broad-minded awareness of context and origin. In the case studies that follow,
we explore five key periods of civic leadership across the twentieth century.
Viewed not as episodes but as eras, these case studies arise with the coming
of the 20th century. It was across the new century that Angeleno officials
and citizens believed their metropolitan upstart would become the City of
the Future. That faith prompted a release of civic energy encapsulated by the
reforms (and mistakes) of the Progressive Era. Each successive era built upon
the strides, both forward and back, made by previous leaders and movements;
excavating these periods, so different and so alike, provides invaluable
context as we move deeper into our century of promise.

1900s–1930s: The Progressive Era
and Urban Greenspace
1930s–1950s: Roots of Racial Politics
and Grassroots Activism
1940s–1960s: Remaking Downtown Los Angeles
through Urban Renewal Policy
1960s–1980s: Environmental Activism
Across the Metropolis
1980s–2000s: The Bradley Coalition and
the Revitalization of Downtown
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1900s–1930s: The Progressive Era
and Urban Greenspace

urban planning and politics in the state of California
for the next century.

Los Angeles progressive reformers initially focused on
public parks as a vital civic cause, influenced by the
tenets of the American Park Movement (APM). The APM
promoted the belief that the creation of greenspace
could combat social ills—disease, poverty, and crime
in particular—as these “evils were … caused by the
negative impact of urban surroundings.”2 Because
park advocates believed society was “a product of
its environment … beautifully designed parks would
create the good society” by inspiring good citizenship
and civic pride.3 While the need for public greenspace
found traction in eastern cities, establishing such
spaces in uncrowded and less developed western
cities was more difficult. The City of Los Angeles
had little need for public parks due to the ready
availability of land.4 Its oldest city parks came from
direct donation, such as Griffith Park (1896), or through
default, as with MacArthur Park
(1887)—and typically these lands
were considered worthless.5
needed is
By contrast, the City Council
something which Los Angeles
founded downtown’s Elysian
is said to have…That spirit
As the 20th century dawned,
Park (1886), in the hopes it would
civic leadership in Los Angeles
enhance the “attractiveness
which looks ahead, which
was widely influenced by the
of the city” for long-term
grasps big ideas, which is
ideologies of the Progressive Era,
investment and increase the land
ready to pull together for the
a transatlantic movement that
value of the park’s immediate
city’s good.1
embraced a variety of scientific
surroundings, which it achieved.6
solutions and political reforms
A Department of Parks was
- Charles Mulford Robinson,
to solve societal problems.
authorized in 1889 under the
November 1907
Progressive Era reformers drew
city’s first Freeholder Charter,
on the American Park Movement
which oversaw all parks and
and the City Beautiful and
public land authorized by the
original Spanish land grant for “perpetual use of the
Municipal Housekeeping movements, all of which
community.” The grant included present-day Pershing
appeared in the public lexicon during the late 19th
Square, downtown’s Plaza, and Elysian Park.7
century. Each of these movements used the language
of uplift and embraced government intervention
Initially, no planned or supervised recreation
as a method to address the economic, social, and
occurred in L.A.’s public parks, but organized
civic problems brought on by rapid urbanization
recreation would soon become vastly influential
and industrialization. Critics and historians of the
in shaping the city’s approach to public green
Progressive Era have argued that many reformers
spaces.8 At the turn of the 20th century, a national
pursued civic ideals that whitewashed racial, ethnic,
playground movement emerged out of a shift in the
class, and gender discord, and have shown how
APM, which emphasized specialized features like play
underlying racism, rather than the egalitarian or
equipment and picnic areas, with a specific focus
inclusionary ideals they claimed to uphold, drove
on the welfare of children. Playground advocates
some reformers. However flawed, Progressive Era
believed organized community and recreational
civic leadership in Los Angeles laid a foundation for
spaces would help prevent juvenile delinquency,
the city’s early commitment to greenspaces and set a
create better citizens, and combat the evils of
precedent for public-private partnerships, community
commercial amusements such as dance halls
activism, and political reform that would profoundly
and unorganized street play by providing
shape the region’s built environment and civic
more constructive leisure activities.9
infrastructure. This period also profoundly influenced
Los Angeles grew at a stunning rate across the
boom and bust decades of the late 19th century. As
the century turned, Angelenos looked across the
coming 1900s as promising metropolitan maturity,
even greatness. That exuberance made common
cause with the reform juggernaut of the Progressive
Era. In imperfect fits and starts, civic leaders in the
public and private sectors worked together and in
isolation to bring about significant change in water
and power infrastructure, electoral and democratic
mechanisms, early urban planning blueprints and
rationalizations, transit systems, and the like. It is
here, in this period from the very end of the 19th
century through the coming of the Great Depression,
that we see most clearly the promises and pitfalls
of civic leadership. It is to this historical period that
we find the early templates
and models (and warnings and
mistakes) of civic engagement,
The one thing
leadership, and legacy-making.
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Los Angeles civic leaders were among the nation’s
pioneers in playground creation. Spurred by local
clubwomen, they established the nation’s first
municipal Playground Department in 1904, which
focused on the whole family and provided space for
both sport activities and indoor activities.10 Between
1905 and 1911, the department created a number of
playgrounds in densely populated areas. Organized
recreation came later, after 1915, when the Playground
Department began to develop indoor spaces that
offered game rooms, gymnasiums, performance
spaces, and food and shower facilities.11 Like its public
parks, L.A.’s first playgrounds were established on land
“no one else wanted.” By the mid-1920s, the Playground
and Recreation Department’s mandate “had become
breathtakingly wide: how to furnish people of modest
means with activities that would improve the quality
of their lives.”12 Recreation spaces later expanded
to include municipal golf courses and beaches.13 It
is worth noting, however, that there was often a
disconnect between the egalitarian ideals spouted
by these movements regarding recreation access
for “the people” and the reality of often exclusionary
policies and practices, and municipal codes that were
influenced by race, class, and ethnicity. Still, the
promise, if not the execution, of democratic access
to public spaces and associated practices of civic
life and public engagement did set the precedent for
later inclusion and diversification. Moreover, local
progressive activists did in fact count among their
ranks a number of important voices of inclusion and
metropolitan equal access.
The progressive reformers continued to emphasize the
links between public parks, wholesome recreation,
and a better society well into the 20th century,
drawing on the Municipal Housekeeping and City
Beautiful movements. Municipal Housekeeping posited
that because the domestic realm was “naturally” a
woman’s purview, women had a civic duty to improve
the “domestic” aspects of city life. Lobbying local
governments for public sanitation or health-care
facilities are two examples.14 In Los Angeles, a growing
number of activist women pushed civic leaders—
prominent businessmen, politicians, newspaper
owners, and the like—to solve urban problems. For
example, in the enclave of Hollywood (annexed 1910),
local clubwomen joined with civic leaders to address
the neighborhood’s problems in a holistic fashion, and
to encourage a sense of community and civic unity
in a metropolis largely populated by migrants. The
establishment of the Hollywood Bowl is one example of
how these ideologies converged in a publicly supported
cultural space that celebrated uplifting and wholesome
recreation in the form of democratic access to music

in an informal, outdoor setting.15 In many cases,
neighborhood organizations were created out of a
strong sense of place, and with a desire to maintain a
sense of community and the need to strengthen local
institutions and businesses.
The City Beautiful movement, an outgrowth of the APM,
also influenced civic initiatives in early-20th-century
Los Angeles. City Beautiful touted “civic beauty as an
antidote to urban malaise,” and combined the “new
professions of architecture and engineering” with
the concept of urban planning. Such keen attention
to urban aesthetics originated with Chicago’s 1893
World’s Fair in the form of the White City. City Beautiful
programs flourished throughout American cities in
the early 20th century, most notably in Washington,
D.C., and were characterized by ordered and efficient
boulevards, scenic drives, centralized greeenspaces,
and artistic design for urban structures.16
Los Angeles once again led the nation by establishing
one of the nation’s first public agencies devoted to
“urban aesthetics,” in the form of the Municipal Art
Commission (MAC).17 Formed in 1903, the MAC was
inspired by progressive ideologies and styled as a
private citizens committee; however, the mayor of
the City of Los Angeles appointed the five-member
commission based on a list of names suggested by
women’s clubs and civic organizations. The commission
was “charged with the duty of making the city more
attractive and beautiful in every way … [with] special
attention… to architecture in public buildings.”18 The
group defined their mission broadly by including the
artistic design of all urban structures within the
city—buildings, bridges, fountains, fences, sculptures,
and even lampposts—under their purview. As historian
Sarah Schrank describes it, “progressive reform, civic
identity, art, and boosterism merged” within the
commission. Unpaid commissioners frequently included
members of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,
local architects, cultural leaders, society-page types,
and, at times, a few “Hollywood heavyweights” like Sid
Grauman of movie-palace fame.19 In 1911, the commission
received official municipal authority when voters
approved a charter amendment institutionalizing the
Commission, thereby granting it a powerful voice in
planning policy. Schrank notes that its members “saw
themselves as participating in a control mechanism
over the entire infrastructure of the city.”20
In its first few decades, MAC activities represented
a “young city’s grand ambition to establish itself.”21
The commission’s pursuit of “highbrow ideals” made
it a clear vehicle of the upper- and middle-class
whites and allowed a handful of civic elites to exert a
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In the mid-1920s, philanthropist Aline Barnsdall gave her Frank Lloyd Wright-designed home and surrounding acreage to the city
of Los Angeles as a park and art center. The gift exemplified Progressive Era interests in uplift by way of cultural expression,
recreation in park space, and inspiration drawn from architecture and design. Courtesy Huntington Library, San Marino, California.

disproportionate measure of control over architecture,
design, and art in Los Angeles.22 Commissioners
were equally concerned with impressing tourists
and inspiring “civic pride” among residents. Early
in the history of MAC, local City Beautiful advocate,
Congregationalist pastor, and settlement house
founder Dana Bartlett published a treatise on how
comprehensive planning could utilize the city’s
natural assets to improve quality of life and uplift
residents.23 Bartlett persuaded MAC commissioners
to hire nationally known city planner Charles Mulford
Robinson to create a City Beautiful plan for Los
Angeles. Robinson’s study, “The City Beautiful” (1909),
offered a complex plan that proposed traffic solutions,
emphasized cleanliness and order, and suggested
the creation and protection of public greenspaces
and beaches. The commission heeded the aesthetic
ideas but ignored the suggestions regarding public
greenspaces.24 Other citizen groups in the 1910s, such
as the Los Angeles City Planning Association, also
advocated for large-scale urban planning, and were
responsible for various studies. For example, traffic
and transit problems resulted in a 1924 study entitled
A Major Traffic Street Plan for Los Angeles. The report
would influence planning and development in Los
Angeles for years to come.25
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The most successful and enduring case of civic
leadership in Los Angeles is the combined work and
legacy of Dr. John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes,
whose reform activities culminated in the establishment
of the Haynes Foundation in 1926. The foundation,
dedicated to funding research and policy investigations
aimed at civic betterment, is the oldest in Los Angeles.
Haynes and wife Dora settled in Los Angeles in 1887,
and they immediately immersed themselves in local
professional, community, and civic organizations. Dr.
Haynes’s thriving medical practice put him in regular
contact with powerful Angelenos such as Los Angeles
Times publisher Harrison Gray Otis. The couple fashioned
themselves as Christian social democrats and embraced
progressive-movement causes that often centered
on civic issues and social reform. Haynes’s activities
extended to Chamber of Commerce membership, but his
real passion was structural political reform. He joined
the League for Better City Government to fight political
corruption, and worked tirelessly for the adoption,
and later protection, of direct legislation measures—
the initiative, the referendum, and the recall—first in
Los Angeles city government, and later in the state
of California.26 Haynes’s leadership in government
reform, direct democracy, and the campaign for public
ownership of utilities would irrevocably shape politics in
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Los Angeles and California over the following century.27
Haynes later became a University of California regent,
and he would continue to fund and support progressive
causes, publications, and politicians throughout his
life. Between 1911 and 1937, Haynes was one of the most
powerful political figures in Los Angeles.28

John and Dora Haynes created the Haynes Foundation
to assure that their fortune would continue to support
progressive causes long after their deaths.30 They
established the Haynes Foundation in 1926, styled after
the Sage and Rockefeller foundations, with the stated
purpose of “promoting the well-being of mankind.”
As the oldest private foundation in the city, the
Haynes Foundation would help shape Los Angeles and
California over the next century—as it continues to do—
by funding urban studies related to a number of social
and civic concerns, including housing, transportation,
minority studies, education, local government, and
public safety. Overall, the goal has been to discover the
root cause of problems and recommend solutions. Its
funding and studies focus solely on metropolitan Los
Angeles, and many Haynes-funded studies became key
resources for later urban planning and policy.31

Bartholomew and Associates of St. Louis—to study
and make recommendations for controlling the
city’s growth and development.33 Chamber leaders
recognized that Los Angeles County was woefully
lacking in adequate playground and park space,
especially compared to other metropolitan areas. Even
more important was the concern that playgrounds
and greenspaces were “a means to improve health,
reduce delinquency, and promote citizenship” in Los
Angeles.34 The Olmsted-Bartholomew report, Parks,
Playgrounds and Beaches for the Los Angeles Region
(1930), consisted of three central components: a
survey of the county’s public parks, recreational
spaces, and beaches; recommendations to remedy
the lack of public recreational spaces; and a proposal
for implementation including infrastructure, policy,
finance, and legislative strategies. According to the
report, the biggest danger to open public space in
Southern California was a growing population that
increasingly gobbled up property for private residential
or industrial use. The report recommended the creation
of “a system of neighborhood playgrounds and local
parks linked to regional ‘reservations’ along the Pacific
coastline and interspersed across the surrounding
foothills, mountains, and desert.”35 Despite the report’s
farsighted and comprehensive recommendations,
the Chamber deliberately suppressed its conclusions
and the very report it had paid for because the
recommended fiscal and governance mechanisms
proposed by Olmsted Brothers would have cut into the
Chamber’s power and profile. If ever there was a road
not taken in greenspace planning in Los Angeles, this
is it—and contemporary greenspace advocacy, from
the Los Angeles River to the Rio Hondo River to the San
Gabriel River, in many respects is rooted in its vision.36

While Angelenos proved to be among the nation’s
leaders in creating progressive agencies and policies
aimed at achieving a “public good,” and achieved
tangible successes, there were also moments
when civic leaders failed to implement innovative,
far-reaching plans that might have fulfilled their
own self-proclaimed directives. Despite an early
commitment to the development of public parks,
playgrounds, and recreation spaces, politicians
and civic officials demonstrated shortsightedness
and ambivalence toward the need for stronger
municipal park and recreation policies by routinely
ignoring studies that recommended such strides.32
One lost opportunity occurred in the late 1920s under
the aegis of the L.A. Chamber of Commerce, which
commissioned a comprehensive plan for controlling
the region’s growth and development. In 1927, the
Chamber hired two prestigious firms—Olmsted
Brothers of Brookline, Massachusetts, and Harland

Ultimately, civic leadership during this era was driven
by the desire to address urban problems brought on by
rapid growth, and to plan for the future of Los Angeles.
These examples show that Los Angeles has a long
history of private citizens acting with public authority
through government-appointed positions with minimal
oversight, and through private foundations and
community organizations, in order to exert control over
a broad swath of the metropolis. Typically, these civic
leaders were white, Christian, and middle- to upperclass, and they were businesspeople, professionals
(doctors, attorneys), entertainment leaders, and
clubwomen. Many of these leaders genuinely
believed deeply in civic engagement and the creation
of a “good society,” and they were willing to innovate
and experiment in the pursuit of solutions for social
and urban problems. But they were also limited by a
narrow, somewhat Victorian idea of what constituted
a public good, without considering the wants and

Dora Haynes supported her husband’s reform work and
participated in progressive reform through her own civic
activities. She was a founding member of the Friday
Morning Club, “a discussion and service organization
that gradually became involved in civic affairs,” and
she worked with her own network of well-connected
women to support progressive causes. By 1909, Dora had
become “one of the city’s most prominent suffragists,”
and she relied on her husband to garner support for
suffrage from male reformers in California.29
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needs of the region’s less wealthy, nonwhite residents.
Again, it is imperative to recognize Progressives falling
short of racially egalitarian visions or policies—and to
note that this blind spot appears as often as not to
have been deliberate. Progressivism in Los Angeles
has all the internal tensions and inconsistencies
that it does in every other part of the United States;
uplift and reform and optimism could seemingly
nestle comfortably against or alongside racism and
commitment to social hierarchies carved from class,
gender, and ethnic identities and antagonisms.
Labor politics provide a case study within this case
study era. Bound by class and other allegiances to the
open shop, Los Angeles employers and Progressive Era
tinkerers with the region’s political economy boxed labor
out of equitable roles in the workplace and beyond.
Economic inequality in the early 20th century deepened
under civic leaders dedicated equally to industrial growth
and the open shop. Such antipathies made Los Angeles
one of the most virulent anti-labor capitals in not only
the American West but the entire nation at precisely the
same moment that “reform” had become a watchword
and a mantra. Thus pressure-cooked in this era of
Big Capital versus Big Labor, the result was sadly
predictable. Violent clashes had a “to the barricades”
sensibility about them, and union saboteurs blew up
the Los Angeles Times building in October 1910. It would
not be until the Popular Front years of World War II that
labor would gain much voice in Los Angeles, and even
through the Cold War that voice would be muted by
antagonism from employers and the political structure.

In 1927, a consortium of private individuals, in league
with the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, hired the
distinguished landscape design firm, Olmsted Brothers,
to create a greenspace plan for all of Los Angeles County.
The 1930 Olmsted-Bartholomew Plan proposed a remarkable
vision for unified greenspace and park networks across
much of Southern California, protecting vast urban and
suburban space, including beaches and deserts, ahead
of future development. But the Chamber of Commerce
balked at ceding financial and oversight leadership to
new and super-jurisdictional bodies which would oversee
the vast complex of open space—and suppressed the plan.
The end result was a missed opportunity of profound
consequence. This map indicates, in red (protected open
space) and green (parks or parkways), the environmental
network and “necklace” the Olmsted firm envisioned.
Courtesy Greg Hise and William Deverell.
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Unlike labor activists, African American youth during
this period built a foundation for civil rights activism
that would breathe new life into the local NAACP and
give rise to a black community intent on challenging
white supremacy, restrictive housing covenants, and
police brutality. The Los Angeles branch of the NAACP
was founded in 1914 and immediately set out to address
racial discrimination in the region, particularly in
the wake of substantial African American migration
and massive demographic changes. The organization
had the support of several wealthy whites, including
member John Randolph Haynes.37 But by the early
1920s, frustration with older leaders led black students
from USC and UCLA to establish a Junior Branch in
1925 to aggressively counter assumptions of black
inferiority. The Junior Branch “identified themselves
as ‘New Negroes’…educated, assertive proponent[s]
of black freedom and black progress.”38 Energized by
the New Negro Arts Movement, black youth leaders
ushered in a painful period of turmoil that signified a
shift in generational leadership and built the foundation
for a “rising civil rights community” centered on the
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vibrant black neighborhood along Central Avenue.39
Working in tandem with—and sometimes in opposition
to—the NAACP’s efforts to counter racial segregation and
inequality was pioneering civil rights activist Charlotta
Bass, one of the most influential African Americans
in the nation. Bass was owner, editor, and publisher
of the California Eagle, the largest African American
newspaper on the West Coast. Through the Eagle, Bass
sought to inform and inspire the black community and
advocate for racial equality and social justice. The paper
would contribute to the growth of multiracial politics
and labor activism in the 1940s and ’50s by advocating
for black, Asian, and Mexican American civil rights.40
But contradictions—reform and the repression of
reform—remain one of the key takeaways of this
critical historical period. We cannot look past the fact
that this period of Progressive Era policies and urban
planning in Los Angeles set an important precedent for
democratic access to greenspace by enshrining such
language in public policy through the city charter, and
in the missions of both the parks and the recreation
departments. By the 1930s, Los Angeles had a solid
foundation on which to build a broader and more
inclusive parks and recreation program later in the
century. But between the 1930s and the 1960s, Los
Angeles civic leaders—elected and nonelected—passed
up a number of opportunities to improve parks and
recreation facilities. Environmental activists would
draw on this foundation by arguing that city officials
violated the city charter by repeatedly appropriating
public parks for nonpark use. Activists called out public
officials for failing to create sufficient greenspace
to keep up with the explosive growth of the region,
especially in neighborhoods of color and poor
neighborhoods where public recreation spaces were
needed most. White civic leaders during this period
largely maintained a tight rein over the economic and
political machines that ran the city, either ignoring
or reinforcing essential inequalities by advancing
a market-driven approach to land use and labor.
Inequality and lack of access shaped the actions of
underrepresented communities and drove the activism
of future civic leaders Edward Roybal and Tom Bradley.
What stands out here is the long-standing history
of private citizens identifying civic problems or
needs, and seeking solutions to what they saw as
community priorities. Angelenos have long taken a
regional approach to community problem solving, and
relied on collaboration and innovation in the absence
of structural mechanisms to pursue civic solutions.
This combination of charismatic, institutional, and
community leadership set a precedent for civic
leadership in Los Angeles during the 20th century.
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1930s–1950s: Roots of Racial
Politics and Grassroots Activism
Beginning in the 1930s, a series of events contributed to
the politicization of Chicano youth in Los Angeles. These
events laid the groundwork for a number of political and
social activist careers, including those of Edward Roybal,
Carey McWilliams, Alice McGrath, and Cesar Chavez,
as well as the establishment of influential community
organizations dedicated to the welfare of California’s
broader Latino community. The connections made
within L.A.’s own multiracial communities, especially
in neighborhoods like Boyle Heights, would also lay
the groundwork for the Bradley Coalition and provide
opportunities for Chicano activism. These examples
of civic leadership represent efforts to enact change,
both within the political and judicial system and
outside of it through community organizing. The
collective responses to these incidents would help
galvanize a generation to activism, culminating in
the Chicano movement of the 1960s and ’70s.
In 1942, 21 Mexican American youths and one nonMexican were tried for a well-publicized murder at the
Sleepy Lagoon during what might be called a teenage
brawl. The murder and subsequent trial of 22 youths
would galvanize a generation of activists. Essentially,
the young men were tried under inhumane conditions
without regard for defendant rights, and with little
evidence and a biased judge. A young political activist
named Alice McGrath began volunteering for the
Sleepy Lagoon Defense Committee (SLDC), a grassroots
organization that worked tirelessly to appeal the
convictions. McGrath called the trial “one of the
most racist trials in the history of jurisprudence.”1
She would later become the SLDC’s executive
secretary, responsible for raising public awareness,
corresponding with the defendants, and assisting in
the effort to overturn the convictions on appeal. The
SLDC won, the convictions were overturned in October
1944, and the case was left unsolved. The Sleepy
Lagoon incident, as well as the Zoot Suit riots in June
1943 between white servicemen on leave and primarily
Mexican youth, served to politicize L.A.’s Chicano youth.
McGrath’s charismatic leadership and her pivotal role
in “one of California’s landmark civil rights cases”
would launch a lifelong dedication to economic, legal,
and social justice causes.2 She volunteered for an
organization in Ventura that provided pro bono legal
counsel to the poor, taught self-defense classes for
women, and organized countless trips to war-torn
Nicaragua as a guide for “political tourists.” McGrath
also planned focused tours for specific groups—for
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example, taking “a group of doctors … to hospitals
and clinics … [or] academics to cultural events [and]
schools.” Her efforts aimed to address deficiencies in
education and health care.3
Mexican American politician Edward Roybal was
another charismatic civic leader who would
influence a generation and beyond, both locally
and nationally. Roybal was known as a champion
of the underprivileged and the elderly, an activist
dedicated to civil rights, social justice, and political
empowerment. One colleague called him a “quiet
groundbreaker.”4 Roybal grew up in Boyle Heights, one
of L.A.’s most ethnically diverse neighborhoods, in the
first half of the 20th century. Boyle Heights residents
included large numbers of Jewish and Mexican
immigrants. Roybal began honing his leadership skills
during his time at Roosevelt High School, in his military
service during World War II, and later in his work as a
public health administrator, where he created policies
that would benefit low-income residents with little
access to health care. In 1946, at the urging of local
businessmen and community activists, Roybal ran
for Los Angeles City Council in the 9th District, which
included Boyle Heights, Bunker Hill, Chinatown, and
Little Tokyo. He was seen as an “ideal candidate to
represent … a multi-racial, working class coalition that
would be more politically inclusive at City Hall.”5
While Roybal finished the race in third, his political
campaign committee relaunched itself as the
Community Service Organization (CSO), styled as
a nonpartisan “self-help civic action agency.”6 The
organization chose Roybal as its first president
because of his ongoing community service and
his “reliable access to the grassroots community,”
positioning him “to become a voice of the voiceless.”7
The CSO focused on a number of important communityoriented goals that deeply affected Boyle Heights
residents and surrounding neighborhoods, including
“job discrimination against minorities … lack of access
to public health care, lack of political accountability for
police mistreatment of Mexican American youth, and
finally a call to civic action by the community itself.”
Other CSO concerns included living conditions, street
and road conditions, education and youth programs,
civil and human rights violations, citizenship classes,
and legislative campaigns for policies that benefited
people of color. It was, in other words, a bastion of
liberal-left political and community activity that united
organized labor, Catholics, Jews, and members of both
the Democratic and Progressive parties.8 The CSO was
significant for a number of reasons, not least because
it provided a space for collective action as well as onthe-ground leadership development.
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July 1953. The elections of Los Angeles City Councilmembers Edward Roybal (1949) and Rosalind Wiener Wyman (1953) diversified
political leadership and brought more liberal views to the Council. Still, they disagreed on key issues, including the balance
between anticommunism and civil rights protection for immigrants, as well as the transfer of what had been a MexicanAmerican neighborhood in Chavez Ravine to the newly arrived Los Angeles Dodgers organization for its new stadium.
Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library.

Roybal’s work with the CSO paid off both personally
and professionally. In 1949, Roybal ran again for City
Council in the 9th District with the support of the CSO,
which successfully built one of the first multiracial
coalitions to elect a minority candidate. His candidacy
symbolized postwar Mexican American aspirations,
including “the desire to attain the American dream—
a stable job, home ownership, access to education,
and civic engagement.”9 The coalition they built
together united organized labor with the Catholic
Church amidst the multiethnic neighborhoods of the
9th District. Roybal also owed his council victory
to the CSO’s massively successful grassroots voter
registration drive headed by Mexican American activist
women (including Roybal’s wife Lucille) who became
L.A. County deputy registrars. The CSO effectively
registered thousands of Mexican American voters—
many first-timers—from Boyle Heights and East L.A.,
helping elect Roybal to City Council. Roybal became
the first Latino elected official to serve on the L.A.
City Council since 1881, serving 13 years. Roybal also
ran unsuccessfully for lieutenant governor (1954), and
pursued a close but unsuccessful run for Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors (1958), before resigning
his position on the City Council to run for U.S. Congress

in the new 30th Congressional District.10 The 30th
District, which included Boyle Heights, downtown
L.A., MacArthur Park, Hollywood, and Hancock Park,
was one of the most racially and socio-economically
diverse districts in the State of California. Roybal used
the same multiracial political coalition to win his 1962
congressional race, with the support of the Democratic
Party, including President Kennedy. Roybal served in
Congress for 30 years (1963–1993).11
Roybal’s political position gave him a platform
to further the development of Mexican American
political power in California, and once again, Roybal
and other California activists blazed a path toward
national political power. In the late 1950s, he helped
establish the Mexican American Political Association
(MAPA, 1960) and became the organization’s first
president. MAPA’s goal was “to become the political
voice of Mexican American communities by increasing
the amount of elected officials all over California
who represented their interests.” The organization
structured itself as a grassroots coalition builder
operating at every level to ensure a Latino voice in
California politics. Once again, California proved to
be a trailblazer, and other western states followed
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suit by creating grassroots networks among Latinos
across state lines. The Democratic Party took notice,
cultivating a southwest Latino voting bloc that helped
John F. Kennedy claim 85 percent of the Mexican
American national vote in his path to the White House
in 1960. MAPA became a powerful political voice during
the Civil Rights Movement and the Chicano political
movement, aiding activists like Cesar Chavez and the
United Farm Workers in the fight for unionization.
Chavez, in fact, got his start in the CSO working with
legendary organizer Fred Ross. Both MAPA and the CSO
would remain powerful sources for Latino political
empowerment for the next 50 years and beyond,
influencing national politics through grassroots voter
registration drives and leadership training initiatives.12
Roybal was an influential leader who made an impact
in his neighborhood and local community, through
his foundational work with the CSO and MAPA in
California, and through other organizations both
locally and nationally. Throughout his career he found
ways to promote political participation and public
service, especially by mentoring a number of future
leaders, including his daughter, Congresswoman Lucille
Roybal-Allard; future L.A. mayor Tom Bradley; and L.A.
County Supervisor Gloria Molina. Both Roybal and his
wife Lucille were honored locally and nationally for
their tireless leadership and community service. The
Roybal legacy lives on in the Lucille and Edward R.
Roybal Foundation, which provides Latinos and youth
with opportunities for education, community service,
and job and leadership training.13 During this critical
period of social and political action in Los Angeles,
activists like Roybal and McGrath laid the foundations
for Latino activism and grassroots politics through
well-established organizations and relationships that
would later make waves, beginning in the 1960s and
continuing into the new century.
L.A.’s diffuse political structure allowed space for civic
leaders to emerge from within the region’s minority
communities, inspired in part by social injustice. The
creation of community organizations to address the
social and civic needs of neighborhoods that lacked
a political voice would help launch the careers of a
number of important leaders, and would later influence
California and national politics. Despite the presence
of boiling racial tensions and rapidly changing
demographics in the region, people outside the
establishment forged pathways to civic leadership in
both formal and informal spaces by harnessing social
and political capital and finding ways to collaborate in
pursuit of specific goals.
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1940s–1960s: Remaking Downtown
Los Angeles through Urban
Renewal Policy
Beginning in the 1940s, a combination of federal
urban renewal policy and local implementation played
a significant role in shaping the urban landscape of Los
Angeles. Following the war, civic leaders pursued a goaloriented agenda aimed at addressing what they perceived
as the region’s biggest problems. Those problems
included a housing shortage of crisis proportions and
a belief that Los Angeles needed to catch up to the
nation’s other great cities by acquiring a major league
baseball team, a world-class performing arts center,
and a convention center. L.A.’s decentralized municipal
political structure once again influenced strategic
plans because political officials had to rely heavily
on county collaboration, federal and state policy,
and partnerships with corporate elites, universities,
research institutes, and quasi-public agencies to
achieve urban goals. The immediate postwar period
can be characterized as one of mixed successes, in
terms of civic leadership and civic initiatives, in part
because the most far-reaching and most visible civic
initiatives were typically led by a narrow contingent
of white elites—the most powerful businesspeople,
politicians, private citizens acting with publicly
appointed authority, and increasingly, entertainment
industry leaders.
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drastic reduction in the city’s public housing plans.1
Former public housing sites presented pro-growth civic
leaders with the opportunity to replace designated
slums and blighted districts with commercial and
cultural construction as the preferred engines for
redevelopment. The creation of a new business district
in Bunker Hill and the Music Center’s construction are
two examples of how civic leaders in Los Angeles used
federal housing and urban renewal policies to create
a new spatial and cultural civic identity. However,
slash-and-burn-style slum clearance in downtown
Los Angeles disrespected the viewpoint of the people
urban renewal was supposed to help by destroying
a vibrant, if poor, residential neighborhood in Bunker
Hill. The controversial project would languish because
of complex federal funding requirements and political
maneuverings that left some of the vacant land
untouched for decades.

The most successful of these efforts was Dorothy
Chandler’s campaign to construct the L.A. Music Center
(1964). Chandler, wife of Los Angeles Times publisher
Norman Chandler, raised an unprecedented $18.4 million
toward funding a downtown performing arts center.
She was a well-respected cultural leader who led the
campaign to save the Hollywood Bowl from permanent
closure in 1951, and her philanthropic activities made
her a major power player in post–World War II Los
Angeles. Chandler’s Music Center campaign represents
a significant shift in the history of civic leadership in
Los Angeles because it united powerful but disparate
elites in pursuit of a collective goal. The Music Center
project became the catalyst for other important civic
and cultural plans, and it became a key feature of
urban renewal plans in the downtown area.

Of equal importance to urban renewal policy in remaking
downtown Los Angeles was the emergence of a cultural
coalition that represented significant shifts in political
and social alliances after World War II. In Los Angeles,
the contours of planning and economic growth had
always been shaped by both private planning initiatives
and public policy. However, the nature and breadth of
public-private partnerships shifted as cultural initiatives
garnered support from a wider circle of Angelenos that
included different factions of power within the city. This
new cultural coalition—first brought together in support
of an ailing Hollywood Bowl in 1951—included members of
the political, economic, and social establishment, such
as John Anson Ford, Edward Carter, John McCone, and
Neil Petree. But the coalition also invited for the first
time newly wealthy captains of finance and industry,
such as Howard Ahmanson and Norton Simon, as well as
Jewish elites from arts and motion picture circles. The
crafting of this cultural coalition led by Chandler played
a pivotal role in forging closer nonpartisan relationships
between business leaders, cultural leaders, and political
officials. This emerging coalition pursued a private
sector–driven vision for how to redevelop Los Angeles,
especially downtown. This merging vision for downtown
redevelopment came together most fully in the Music
Center project, which physically linked a cultural
institution with the L.A. Civic Center and the city’s oldest
urban renewal project at Bunker Hill.

Civic leaders in Los Angeles attempted to construct a
world-class performing arts center beginning in the
early 1940s, but it was not until federal, state, and
local urban renewal policies aligned that the effort
was finally successful. Initially, urban renewal in
Los Angeles focused on public housing, but by the
mid-1950s, a contentious political climate forced a

Although there were sometimes deep tensions within
this emerging coalition about the cultural vision for
Los Angeles, its members united on key goals: the need
for increased public support for the arts; a narrow
view of the constituency for the arts that emphasized
“uplift”; and an expanding vision of arts infrastructure
as a partner in urban and economic development. That
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A 1966 view of the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion from South Bunker Hill Avenue. A Queen Anne Revival style home sits at left. The
redevelopment of downtown LA’s Civic Center Mall, including the construction of the Music Center, was accompanied by the
destruction of the Bunker Hill neighborhood as part of a broader urban renewal effort during the 1950s and 60s. Efforts to
preserve a number of Bunker Hill’s historic homes by moving them to Heritage Square were frustrated by arsonists in 1969.
Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library.

previously fragmented social, political, and economic
circles united in support of cultural institution-building
was remarkable. However, this alliance would not last,
as coalition members’ vision for Los Angeles began to
diverge in terms of what would be best for the city’s
future. While the coalition certainly underwent internal
divisions, complicated by big egos and conflicting
personalities, external pressures and political
fragmentation also drove this alliance apart. More
importantly, this vision for the future of Los Angeles,
imagined by a powerful cultural coalition, lacked any
meaningful inclusion of most nonwhite communities.
This occurred because the elite cultural vision in part
aimed to solve the broad social tensions that had been
building as a result of rapidly changing demographics
since World War II. However, deep-seated class and
racial tensions in Los Angeles began to manifest
themselves in an emerging oppositional culture that
challenged the status quo through the establishment
of vernacular cultural spaces.
The campaign to construct the Music Center drew on
Progressive Era ideas of spiritual uplift and democratic
access to culture, and promoted the center as a
place for all Angelenos to come together. Yet, while
the use of such language suggested a belief in the

concept of cultural democracy and encompassed
concerted efforts to reach out to underprivileged
communities, these efforts continued to reflect elite
conceptions of what constituted worthwhile culture.
The constellation of forces ruling Los Angeles—and
the overlapping networks from which the cultural
coalition drew—shows that a narrow group of white
elites possessed layers of power that controlled the
city’s business, civic, and cultural institutions without
regard for alternative visions. The opening of the L.A.
County Museum of Art (LACMA) in 1965 was another
representation of the same narrow, elite viewpoint
present in the Music Center, but LACMA came under
vocal criticism in its first decade because museum
officials mostly ignored local artists of color.
Dorothy Chandler is considered one of Los Angeles’s
most accomplished civic leaders during this
era because of her ability to garner broad civic
collaboration, and she is credited with single-handedly
leading the crusade to finance and construct the Music
Center.2 This perception of her certainly fits the “great
person” model of charismatic leadership—the focus
on personality and an “assumption that leaders are
likely to be born not made.”3 But Chandler’s leadership
style also fits the mold of the “task-oriented leaders,
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who are concerned with group tasks rather than
relationships among group members.” Such people are
“able to create the conditions under which they can
direct the activities of others, while at the same time
creating an environment in which group members
feel valued and trusted. Within this schema, leaders
are a member of the group—and broadly reflective
of their aspirations, backgrounds, and culture—
but also an agent for change and difference. The
“charismatic” behavior that some leaders exhibit is
seen to be symptomatic of this drive for change, both
differentiating the leader from others and helping
to create an environment in which they are able to
set an agenda.”4 Chandler herself believed that “the
most important thing … is not a formula but a person
who will be a catalyst for the project—someone so
dedicated to the purpose that he will stay with it until
the job is completed.”5 She believed success required a
clear, well-articulated vision and strong leadership to
see it through. However, the perception of Chandler as
a “lightning rod for bringing about change and positive
development” obscures the work of mostly women
volunteers that she oversaw in her quest to fulfill her
fundraising goals.6 Still, the Music Center project would
have languished for years had Chandler been unable
to capture and hold the attention of local politicians,
civic power players, and donors. Instead, the diffuse
power structure of Los Angeles allowed the space for
a charismatic and powerful individual to take charge
of the project and use a variety of pathways to garner
the support needed to see it through. Chandler’s
contemporaries drew on her example to achieve similar
grand civic goals, such as Edward Carter’s campaign to
finance and construct LACMA.
The Music Center project was an uncontroversial
manifestation of urban renewal policy and the effort
to remake downtown Los Angeles. Civic leaders
such as Chandler and County Supervisor John Anson
Ford successfully linked cultural planning to urban
policy not only because the Music Center fit in with
an ongoing urban renewal ethos, but also because
cultural connections to urban renewal made such
projects more palatable to the general citizenry.
The storied success of the Music Center cannot mask
the legacy of racism and displacement that played out
in Los Angeles during and after World War II. The longterm effects of the internment of people of Japanese
descent in the early 1940s—more than 100,000 people
and their descendants—is only one example of the
forces of urban change. Internment utterly reshaped
urban and suburban demography. Forced out-migration
from neighborhoods such as Little Tokyo fostered a
concomitant in-migration of other ethnic and racial
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groups; African American wartime workers and others
recast formerly Japanese enclaves as “Bronzeville”
neighborhoods of greater and lesser size.7 But
internment cast a long demographic and settlement
legacy. To where did the victims of internment return?
Could they even go home again—to housing, jobs,
businesses, relationships, neighbors? Generations
later, the impact yet reverberates.
The return of Japanese internees is but one facet of
demographic diffusion by way of racial discrimination.
Postwar segregation, codified in federal, state, and
local banking and loan practices (codifications further
enforced by on-the-ground social practice), displaced and
divided populations from Santa Monica to Watts, from
Culver City to Whittier, and from Lakewood to Glendale.8
Postwar challenges to segregation in neighborhoods
and schools, and in jobs and advancement, arose in
court challenges and in the shape of civil rights activism.
Each victory was hard fought, full of drama and pain,
and the efforts of individuals like Loren Miller and Floyd
Covington (along with allies both in and outside of the
African American community), and of the NAACP or the
Urban League, changed the landscape gradually but no
less heroically for the pace.
The trajectory of the public housing agenda in the City
of Los Angeles during the early 1950s shows how the
city’s decentralized power structure deeply limited its
ability to carry out urban programs and policies. This
proved especially glaring and true when the mayor and
City Council disagreed on policy and direction. Such
antagonism left the city vulnerable to interference by a
business establishment with differing views on how to
approach urban redevelopment.
Chavez Ravine is the most well-known and controversial
case of how Los Angeles civic leaders failed to
capitalize on federal urban renewal policy to address
the region’s severe postwar housing shortage. Local
implementation of urban renewal policy not only failed
to solve the postwar housing crisis for low-income
families but indeed exacerbated racial, ethnic, and
political polarization in Los Angeles. Mayor Fletcher
Bowron entered office in 1938 as a nonpartisan reformer
opposed to the “elite growth machine.” Committed to
managed municipal growth through rational planning,
Bowron supported the city’s adolescent public housing
program and encouraged the City Council to approve
10 housing projects.9 The public housing program
proceeded with the support of organized labor,
religious groups, the National Negro Congress, the
Spanish-language press, and various housing advocate
groups. Their support stemmed from a hopeful
optimism for racial harmony in such dwellings. As
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historian Don Parson argues, public housing at this
time was seen as the key to building a new social life
within a democratic community and improving race
relations.10 This housing-led vision for development and
planning would briefly reign as an imperative municipal
goal in the immediate postwar years.
Bowron initially garnered unanimous approval of the
City Council in August 1949 to apply for 10,000 public
housing units in Los Angeles under the 1949 Federal
Housing Act.11 Los Angeles was one of the first large
cities in the nation to receive federal funding for public
housing. The L.A. Community Redevelopment Agency,
or CRA, was established in 1948 to oversee the city’s
urban renewal. The CRA included on its inaugural board
several private developers, a choice made by Bowron to
appease conservative business leaders, as well as City
Council members who saw the agency as an agent of
socialism.12 Although it was not without its detractors,
public housing gained widespread approval because
many believed the private housing industry could not
fully address the city’s extreme housing shortage. The
CRA designated the primarily Latino working-class
neighborhood of Chavez Ravine as one of the city’s first
slum clearance and public housing projects in 1949.13
However, the public housing project slated for Chavez
Ravine became embroiled in controversy amidst
accusations of socialism in an increasingly conservative
Cold War political climate. Public housing plans fell apart
as opposition to public housing grew steadily, led by the
powerful Los Angeles Times, the Chamber of Commerce,
and eventually, the City Council.14 Business elites in
particular feared that public housing projects, financed
with federal funds, would subject local officials to new
federal policies ending segregation in public housing.15 The
cacophony of opposition drowned out housing reformers
and left-leaning liberals who still believed in the program’s
potential. The controversy sealed the fate of the city’s
public housing program, leading to the cancellation of all
but a few public housing projects in Los Angeles after
1953, and led to Bowron’s ouster from City Hall that same
year. The expansion of federal urban renewal policy
in 1954 opened the way for prominent Angelenos and
government officials to lure the Brooklyn Dodgers to Los
Angeles through a complicated land exchange deal that
legally turned Chavez Ravine—already cleared for the
now-defunct housing project—over to team owner Walter
O’Malley to construct Dodger Stadium. The clearance of
the ravine and its eventual giveaway to O’Malley resulted
in lengthy legal battles that divided the city.16
The controversial clearance and giveaway of Chavez
Ravine was a missed opportunity for civic inclusion
because of a 1950s political climate that doomed any

project labeled socialist or communist, as it did with L.A.’s
large-scale public housing plans. A sizable low-income
housing project like the one planned for Chavez Ravine
had the potential to serve as a model for replication
across the region. Historians and housing activists
have lamented the loss of a viable alternative vision for
redeveloping downtown Los Angeles in the immediate
postwar years that might have encouraged housing
equity and desegregation. It would be only one of many
battles over equitable housing in the years to come.
Ignoring the valued history of places and communities,
as in the clearance of Chavez Ravine and Bunker Hill,
deepened racial and socio-economic tensions within
Los Angeles that would contribute to social-movement
politics in the late 1960s and ’70s. Grassroots organizers
became increasingly vocal in fighting government-

Los Angeles City Councilmember Edward Roybal standing with
Manuel and Avrana Arechiga, daughters Aurora Vargas and
Victoria Augustain, and granddaughters Ida and Ivy Augustain,
the last remaining residents of Chavez Ravine, on May 19, 1959.
The Ravine was one of the first so-called “slum clearance”
sites in the City of Los Angeles to be slated for a public housing
project. The site was almost entirely cleared prior to the project’s
cancellation after the 1953 mayoral election. Roybal sharply
criticized the city’s handling of evictions. Dodger Stadium broke
ground on the site in 1959, four months after the Arechiga family
was removed. Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library.
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sponsored projects that appeared to harm, rather than
protect, the region’s poorest neighborhoods. One example
is the successful fight to keep a convention center out
of Elysian Park (discussed in the following section). A
keen sense that civic leaders failed to represent a rapidly
growing nonwhite population led organizers to work
for change both through the system (i.e., elections) and
outside it, through social-movement tactics. With the
influx of new blood into local politics and the elevation
of a new social elite who held a different approach to
politics and philanthropy than in the past, Los Angeles
civic leadership would undergo another considerable shift
by the late 1960s. Coalition politics would result in new
approaches to how civic initiatives were conceived and
managed, and would ultimately coalesce under Mayor Tom
Bradley in the 1970s and ’80s.
The emergence of a broader cultural coalition, led by
Chandler and invigorated by representatives from wider
social and geographic circles, would guide the spatial
redevelopment of downtown Los Angeles beginning with
the Music Center, which became the catalyst for other
important civic and cultural plans, including expanded
downtown renewal projects and the construction of
LACMA and Dodger Stadium. Civic initiatives during
this era gave rise to increased public support for
the arts and an expanding vision of building up arts
infrastructure as a partner in urban and economic
development. Also worth noting is the importance
of local corporate leadership in shaping modern Los
Angeles during this period, when boards and senior
executives were deeply invested in what happened
outside the office tower. However, by sacrificing vibrant,
if poor, residential neighborhoods like Bunker Hill in the
name of progress, many of L.A.’s urban renewal projects
came to be seen as disrespecting the viewpoint or
needs of the people urban renewal was supposed to
help. The mistrust that resulted would complicate future
efforts at public-private and cross-sector collaboration.
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1960s–1980s: Environmental
Activism Across the Metropolis
The Progressive Era prescription for greenspace as
a democratizing force in society, and wholesome
recreation as a deterrent to juvenile delinquency,
remained as powerful motivators for parks and
recreation advocates well into the mid-20th century.1
However, the approach to public parks in Los Angeles
continued much as it began, with uneven attention
to the needs of all Los Angeles residents, and mixed
results when it came to funding, improvements, and
equitable distribution across diverse communities.
After World War II, the neglect by public officials to
supply adequate greenspace and recreation facilities
for a booming population would become a deliberate
focus of grassroots activism not only to protect
existing green spaces, but to force city and county
officials to do more; nonetheless, success varied
widely by neighborhood.
In 1947, Los Angeles voters approved a charter
amendment that combined separate parks and
recreation departments into one Department of
Recreation and Parks, and at the same time approved
a $12.5 million bond issue for parks and playgrounds.
The decision to prioritize recreation over parks in the
department’s name was a deliberate one, signaling
the city’s commitment to elevating purposeful and
active greenspace over passive, tranquil, or landscaped
park space. The merger occurred on the heels of a
$39.5 million bond issue passed in 1945, the largest
bond issue ever in an American city at that time.2 An
expanded Recreation and Parks Department increased
facilities and services all over the city, yet, even with
the 1945 bond funds, the need for additional park space
remained acute. This long history of neglect translated
into only 4 percent of dedicated park space in the city
of Los Angeles by 1965. By comparison, the cities of San
Francisco and New York had 13 percent and 17 percent,
respectively, of acreage devoted to parks.3
A 1966 California Department of Parks and Recreation
study also disclosed that Los Angeles desperately
needed more park space, and by 1980, an additional
80,000 acres would be needed to provide sufficient
space for leisure and recreation.4 By the mid-1960s,
decades of inconsistent park policies, and even
blatant disregard for protection of parks under the city
charter, left all open space in Los Angeles vulnerable to
development schemes.
One of the most controversial but lesser-known
examples of this phenomenon took place in March
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1965, when the L.A. City Council approved a proposal
to build a convention center and exhibition hall in
downtown’s Elysian Park. The proposal called for the
clearance of 63 acres of parkland, which included the
park’s most popular landscaped picnic and recreation
area near the Avenue of the Palms, including the old
Recreation Lodge. Increased traffic and speeding
cars would detrimentally affect park users and
nearby neighbors, and any future expansion of the
convention center would further erode parklands and
exacerbate traffic congestion.
In response, retired journalist Grace E. Simons
launched the Citizens Committee to Save Elysian
Park (CCSEP), and crafted a well-organized and
inventive 18-month grassroots campaign to defeat
the convention center proposal. Simons’s decades of
journalism experience, with stints at the historically
black newspapers Los Angeles Sentinel and California
Eagle, prepared her well for the battle. She and the
CCSEP built a cross-class, multiracial coalition of
nearby residents and park users, labor leaders, elected
officials, modernist architects, and conservation
activists.5 They argued that no one could measure the
“cost in sociological terms, in the loss of a needed
recreational area, in the blighting of a residential
neighborhood and in traffic congestion.” The CCSEP’s
efforts to save the park illustrates the emerging
strength of grassroots resistance in the tug-of-war
between preservationists and a pro-growth coalition
determined to redevelop downtown that took place
between March 1965 and August 1966, when the Elysian
Park plan was officially rejected.
The struggle to save Elysian Park represented a
moment in which an alternative vision for the future
of Los Angeles emerged, one that challenged the
direction of urban renewal and imagined instead a
more livable city that centered on human needs. This
battle also occurred within the context of a burgeoning
environmental movement in the early 1960s, bolstered
by publications such as Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring
(1962), which re-energized those who advocated for
conservation and protection of public parks. At the
same time, encroachment on public parks for urban
renewal projects across the nation increasingly met
with public protest, including in Los Angeles. Such
encroachment occurred because of post–World War
II federal urban renewal policies that sanctioned
eminent domain seizure of park space if the land
was needed for a “public purpose” such as highway
construction. Elysian Park was one of many local parks
that lost acreage to highways, which brought air and
noise pollution “uncomfortably close” to parks and
playgrounds.6 Elysian Park also lost roughly 30 acres to
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A February 1966 public bus bench advertisement in support of the Citizens Committee to Save Elysian Park, which asked for
contributions to the cause, and offered an additional measure of publicity designed to remind the public what was at stake.
Fifty bench advertisements appeared throughout the city, donated by a supporter, Bud Lewis Suhl, at United Bench Advertisers,
Los Angeles. Courtesy Los Angeles City Archives—Office of the City Clerk.

the construction of Dodger Stadium, which reinforced
the view that park space was merely undeveloped land
that could be successfully appropriated by the city for
nonpark purposes.7
The CCSEP focused on two main goals: protect
Elysian Park from development, and push for public
policies that would protect open space now and in
the future. Using $750 in membership dues and small
contributions, Simons and the CCSEP pursued an
airtight legal action plan and launched a multipronged
strategy of defense that was as local as potlucks in
the park and as far-reaching as Washington, D.C., lobby
efforts.8 They achieved this through letter-writing
campaigns, public speeches, rallies, and petitions, and
by securing radio, television, and print media coverage
of their activities. For those opposed to the Elysian
Park proposal, this struggle was about creating and
maintaining a more humane urban environment that
cherished open space and tranquility as an antidote
to the smog, traffic, and unchecked growth that had
plagued the region over the past 25 years. CCSEP’s
efforts helped define the terms of the debate about
park, recreation, and open space policy, and laid the
groundwork for future preservation and conservation
struggles throughout greater Los Angeles.

The successful fight to save Elysian Park is an
important example of grassroots resistance to elitebacked projects that privileged a white, highbrow
vision for the area’s urban landscape without regard
for alternatives.9 The convention center park proposal
was driven primarily by the same powerful, pro-growth
coalition that helped construct the Music Center. For
these businessmen, politicians, and city boosters,
the struggle over where to build a convention center
was about maintaining control over the economic
development of Los Angeles while pursuing a specific
version of the city’s future through urban renewal
that intended to reclaim the central city and counter
suburban growth.10 However, a large number of civic
leaders who supported the Music Center refused to
support the Elysian Park proposal, including former
L.A. County Supervisor John Anson Ford. City Council
members Rosalind Wiener Wyman, Marvin Braude, and
future mayor Tom Bradley also opposed the Elysian
Park convention center.
CCSEP’s victory signified a critical shift in the formal
and informal power structures shaping Los Angeles
during the 1960s, including the push for greater
community control. By combining the clout of highprofile supporters like Ford and Bradley with a broad-
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based grassroots campaign, Simons and the committee
created an alternative power base able to challenge an
elite-led civic coalition long used to controlling urban
development. This particular protest also shows how
local residents who easily supported a cultural cause
like the Music Center did not necessarily support an
economic-centered cause, especially one that would
primarily benefit downtown business interests while
destroying precious park space. The controversy is one
example of how a diffuse municipal political structure
and discord amongst the City Council allowed private
power to exert undue influence over the path of urban
renewal. The CCSEP’s campaign was also indicative of
responses to urban renewal nationwide.
The committee’s efforts to fight the Elysian Park
proposal represented not only a successful case of
grassroots resistance to urban renewal, but also an
indication of a changing political culture. It became
clear by the mid-1960s that the most effective
method of exerting political influence in Los Angeles—
especially in response to elite-backed projects like the
convention center—was through direct-action tactics.
The battle for Elysian Park was representative of
broader changes taking place in the power structures
of Los Angeles as formerly marginalized groups
began gaining a foothold in city politics by deploying
the politics of protest in more effective ways. The
committee’s success in mobilizing working-class
residents to protest the convention center is only one
example. The shift toward greater community control
occurring in the 1960s, certainly pushed by civil rights
groups, progressives, and the political left, was in step
with direct-action tactics taken by urban dwellers
nationwide. For the committee, direct action had
become the only method of protest in a city largely
pursuing nonhousing urban renewal after 1954. In the
case of Elysian Park, the hidden costs of pilfering a
public park could have far greater repercussions for
future generations. This particular challenge to the
pro-growth urban renewal ethos became a proving
ground for the institutional, infrastructural, legal,
and moral outlines of an emergent environmentalist
movement that would become increasingly important
in L.A. and nationwide.
In fact, a “new urban environmentalism” emerged in
Los Angeles at precisely the same time that the Elysian
Park fight began heating up in 1965. The regulation
of land use based on environmental concerns—
deteriorating open space and overbuilding in hillside
communities—became a “potent, sometimes explosive,
issue” in communities all over the state, from Coronado
and Point Loma in the South to Santa Barbara on the
Central Coast and the Bay Area in Northern California.
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Author Mike Davis argues that urban environmentalism
began as a homeowner concern in the mid-1960s when
“new development was perceived as a categorical
threat to the detached culture of low-density
residential life,” especially in wealthy hillside enclaves
concerned about property values. Davis states that
these “old-money resorts and retirement centers”
were determined to prevent what was perceived
as “disruptive development.”11 Historian Jennifer
Stevens explains how, in the case of the Santa Monica
Mountains (SMM), hillside neighborhood organizations
initially came together to prevent overdevelopment
because it was a threat both to property values and
to their privileged way of life. Between 1952 and 1960,
the growth of hillside developments led to increased
traffic, smog, and “the flattening of mountaintops”
by developers, which caused “serious erosion” and
“contributed to the devastating floods” and fires
that threatened both lives and property.12 Elitism and
the protection of a luxurious living standard in their
exclusive neighborhoods certainly motivated these hilldwelling activists, and limited their ability to “garner
the public support that would truly provide a long-term
solution.” Protecting open space “for the sake of open
space” was not originally their purpose.13 It was only
when SMM residents combined concern for suburban
sprawl with the emerging environmental movement
that they found permanent success.14 These early
“urban environmentalists” fought for “regional and
urban planning in order to preserve the mountains and
establish a better city.”15
After major floods in 1952, a number of SMM
homeowner associations formed the Federation of
Hillside and Canyon Associations when homeowners
discovered the city of Los Angeles lacked hillside
homebuilding guidelines and rezoning requirements.16
The federation brought together homeowner
associations from elite neighborhoods such as
Beverly Glen and Benedict Canyon in what Davis
calls “the earliest and most powerful coalition of
homeowners’ associations in the country.”17 Initially,
property values were the federation’s main concern,
and members focused their efforts on homebuilding
restrictions such as grading and lot size minimums,
as well as limiting development to single-family
construction “at the expense of multifamily
developments.”18 The federation’s most vocal leaders
during the 1960s and ’70s were typically housewives,
“supported by their husbands and … freed by their
school-aged children’s daily absences.” These women
attended meetings, wrote letters, published articles,
and “spent countless hours at city hall.” Collaborating
with residents from different hillside neighborhoods
allowed these women to share strategies while
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In 1960, the California State Division of Highways opened a new Mulholland Drive Bridge over what would become the San Diego
Freeway extension from Brentwood to the San Fernando Valley. The threat of freeway construction in Malibu Canyon and on
Mulholland Drive atop the Santa Monica Mountains catalyzed an anti-development, pro-park coalition linking the Federation of
Hillside and Canyon Associations with the Friends of the Santa Monica Mountains, Parks and Seashore (founded in 1964) and
the Sierra Club. It was not until 1978 that Congress would act formally to preserve the initial 150,000 acres of the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area. Courtesy of the California Department of Transportation.

“building a fulfilling community” that would become
critical in the following decade.19
Despite the federation’s efforts, hillside building
continued at an alarming rate, even after the city
passed a “Federation-inspired grading ordinance” in
1952.20 By 1960, the L.A. City Council, with support from
Mayor Norris Poulson, created an SMM Master Plan
designed to limit development in the future. Still, the

city neglected full enforcement of the plan’s guidelines,
despite the federation’s pressure to do so.21 It was not
until the threat of freeway construction on scenic
Mulholland Drive at the top of the SMM in the mid1960s that the federation’s anti-development coalition
became critical to the protection of the SMM. The
California Division of Highways planned to construct
a four-lane expressway. The federation joined with
local pro-park advocates—the Sierra Club and Friends
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of the Santa Monica Mountains—to successfully halt
the Mulholland Drive freeway in 1968.22 Recognizing
their mutual goals, pro-park advocates and antidevelopment activists formed an alliance “to capitalize
on that power” by sharing strategies and “using each
other’s constituencies” to protect the SMM once and
for all. In order to “win public support,” the federation
in particular had to redefine its goals more broadly by
emphasizing protection of open space. This shift would
be a crucial step in saving the SMM.23
After the fight to stop the Mulholland Drive
expressway, pro-park and anti-development advocates
established the Santa Monica Mountain Regional
Park Association, tasked with lobbying the federal
government to establish federal protections for the
mountains and open space by creating a regional park
in the Santa Monica Mountains.24 Enter City Councilman
Marvin Braude, a vocal opponent of the Elysian Park
convention center proposal who also happened to
preside over Brentwood’s Crestwood Hills Homeowners
Association, a member of the Hillside Federation.
Braude won his council seat in April 1965, defeating
a supporter of the Elysian Park convention center
proposal who also opposed preservation efforts in the
SMM.25 With Braude now on the City Council, the SMM
conservation movement received significant support
at crucial moments. Other groups that supported the
nascent organization included the Sierra Club, Audubon
Society, Nature Conservancy, and League of Women
Voters. As the efforts to create a state park and secure
federal funding ramped up, the L.A. City Council and
the L.A. County Board of Supervisors lent full support
as well.26 As Stevens tells it, “victory at the federal
level hinged on the … effective use of language and
arguments regarding air quality, health, and benefits to
many segments of the population.” The Regional Park
Association also argued that “the beautiful mountains
and coastline were not a resource solely intended
for neighborhood residents nor even for the entire
population of Los Angeles, but instead for the entire
nation.” In other words, the new association focused
on the need for a “wild refuge” in overcrowded cities,
especially for “inner city children that could not afford
to be sent to the Sierra Nevada for camp,” and finally,
for a “clean air zone to escape the city’s vicious smog.”
These arguments proved persuasive. In 1978, Congress
passed a bill to create the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation Area.27
As a result of the legislation, the Santa Monica
Mountains Conservancy (SMMC) was established in 1980
to “acquire open space, scenic easements, dedications
of land and pre-acquisition options in anticipation
of federal park purchases over the next five years.”
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The conservancy did not have “the power to approve
or deny building permits, subdivision applications
or zone changes.”28 The conservancy was set up to
become self-sustaining by authorizing it to acquire any
government-owned land within its boundaries, as well
as resell land for development, or to develop additional
parkland.29 Since its creation in 1980, the SMMC has
“helped to preserve over 73,000 acres of parkland in
both wilderness and urban settings, and has improved
more than 114 public recreational facilities throughout
Southern California. Additionally, it has given grants
to nonprofit organizations for educational and
interpretation programs that have served hundreds
of thousands of children and other park visitors.” Like
the majority of nonprofit organizations in the region,
the conservancy pursues its goals of preservation,
restoration, and education “through direct action,
alliances, partnerships, and joint powers authorities.”
The conservancy attributes its success to partnerships
developed with local government, state and federal
agencies, landowners, and other nonprofits. It also
continues to value community participation and
respect for the region’s changing dynamics.30
These two environmental stories demonstrate a clear
socio-economic element at play in the ease with
which the SMM were protected, yet Elysian Park’s
working-class neighbors had to fight tooth and nail to
stop a privately sponsored development project, and
repeatedly fought additional encroachment efforts
in the decades that followed. Between the Elysian
Park convention center battle and the long struggle
to preserve the Santa Monica Mountains, urban
environmentalism and hillside conservation became
regular topics of discussion in city politics. Like the
Citizens Committee to Save Elysian Park, Hillside
Federation leaders seized the chance to chart a new
course for Los Angeles by pressing for permanent
policy changes. There is no question that the Hillside
Federation’s and CCSEP’s alternative visions for
development in Los Angeles and the environmentalist
sensibility that emerged during the Elysian Park
campaign were still in-formation concepts as of the
mid-1960s. But, as Stevens notes, these activists were
“early harbingers of environmental values.”31 Davis
asserts, however, that “hillside homeowners were still
caricaturable as ‘limousine conservationists’” because
their efforts were “widely seen as a hypocritical
attempt by the rich to use ecology to detour
Vietnam-era growth around their luxury enclaves.”32
Regardless of their motivations, these activists were
part of a move toward greater community control in
Los Angeles, and their successes demonstrated that
ordinary folks could make an impact on city politics
and help determine the future of development in
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their own neighborhoods, whether rich or poor.
Both organizations played a vital role in shaping
modern Los Angeles by redefining appropriate uses
of parks and open spaces.33
Beyond park-based advocacy, innovative community
activism aimed at environmental justice emerged
during this period to challenge inequality, resist
divisive policies, and defeat hazardous industrial
development, with varying degrees of success. The
placement of highways and opposition to highway
construction, for example, depended on race and
resources, power and privilege. In Los Angeles,
urban planners and political officials successfully
exercised power over communities of color (black,
Latino) to construct freeways that would divide
neighbors, displace residents, and damage the
health and environment of those who remained. In
the disadvantaged neighborhood of Boyle Heights,
where residents lacked resources and a political
voice, the inability to block freeway construction
led those with means to relocate to suburbs, while
poorer residents with little resources or power to
keep fighting were left to contend with the air and
noise pollution of daily traffic. The communities of
color left behind often expressed their opposition
through cultural channels—art, literature,
photography, festivals, and other methods. For
example, the most vibrant visual expression of
Chicano/a opposition to highway construction
during the 1950s and ’60s can be found in activist
Judith Baca’s murals, which serve as a reminder of
“spatial injustice.”34 Meanwhile, in the wealthy, white
community of Beverly Hills, anti-highway advocates
successfully blocked highway construction in 1975
by using every resource within their power to defeat
a highway project that would have run through the
community’s center. Beverly Hills residents stopped
the project and kept their community intact.35
Similar to highway controversies, battles over
unwanted land-use projects gave rise to community
activism and environmental justice organizing,
particularly in East and Central Los Angeles, where
hazardous industrial development disproportionately
affected residents. Populated primarily by immigrants
and citizens of color, these neighborhoods located
workers and industrial activity within close proximity,
leading to frequent land-use conflicts. Protests to
keep detrimental projects out of their neighborhoods
were rooted in progressive and leftist politics,
shaped by “a strong working-class consciousness
that is reflected in both historic and contemporary
movements for unionization and socialism and against
… environmental racism.”36 The attempt by the City of

Los Angeles to build waste-to-energy incinerators in
South Los Angeles in the 1980s galvanized local African
American women to form the Concerned Citizens
of South Central Los Angeles. The group not only
successfully blocked the project but also went on to
“play a key role in the region’s environmental justice
movement,” support new community housing, and
become “a major force in the development of a citywide
recycling program.”37 Battles over highway construction
and hazardous land use showcase both the role of
inequality in shaping outcomes and the move toward
greater community control during this era.
These environmental efforts signified a shift in the
diffuse power structures of Los Angeles—formal and
informal—that guided the city’s development. The
City Council had slowly become more diverse by this
time with the election of three African Americans,
including Tom Bradley, along with the election in
1953 of Rosalind Wiener Wyman, who was also the
Council’s youngest member to date, only its second
woman (after Estelle Lawton Lindsey in 1915), and
its first Jewish member in more than half a century.
Formerly marginalized groups deployed the politics
of protest more effectively, as was the case with the
Citizens Committee to Save Elysian Park. Similarly, as
with the Music Center project, the crafting of a more
inclusive cultural coalition changed the dynamics
of elite power in L.A. and eventually led to upheaval
and disagreement among elites about what would
be best for the city. Dorothy Chandler in particular
managed to incense the WASP establishment by
inviting a largely Jewish community of movie moguls
and finance industry executives into the elite social
fold through large contributions to the Music projects.
The inclusion of West Los Angeles Jews helped
dilute the exclusivity of the area’s elite social circles.
Changing dynamics also occurred within prominent
local business and civic organizations. For example,
Norman Chandler no longer ran the day-to-day
operations of his family’s newspaper. Norman’s son
Otis became publisher of the Los Angeles Times in
1960 and turned a formerly provincial paper known
for its economically conservative and Republican
biases into a nationally respected, fair-coverage
paper. But it meant business elites who socialized
with the Chandler family could no longer count on the
newspaper’s unbiased support. Instead, they had to go
through formalities and committees to gain editorial
endorsement for a project.38 This shift in private civic
leadership and informal power structures indicated
broader changes in the social tide of Los Angeles
as the older generation of the establishment began
retiring or dying off. Often, the scions of elite families
who inherited the reins of establishment businesses
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and large fortunes—like Otis Chandler—saw the world
in a different way. The breaking apart of Dorothy
Chandler’s cultural coalition, coupled with political and
social upheaval during the 1960s and ’70s, impacted
the usual way of getting things done in L.A. Instead of
the unbalanced power wielded by a cohesive business
community, a broader number of stakeholders—unions,
nonprofits, neighborhood associations (councils since
1996), and socio-political organizations like the CSO—
gained a stronger foothold within the diffuse power
structure of Los Angeles.
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1980s–2000s: The Bradley Coalition
and the Revitalization
of Downtown
Political shifts during the 1970s would irrevocably
shape the economic and spatial landscape of Los
Angeles over the following two decades, particularly
with the election of Mayor Tom Bradley in 1973. During
his unprecedented tenure as mayor (1973–1993), Bradley
spearheaded a liberal, black-Jewish political coalition
“dedicated to civil rights and social and economic
programs for L.A.’s long-ignored minorities.”1 Bradley
entered local politics after serving in the LAPD for 21
years, the final few years as a lieutenant, the highest
rank for a black officer at the time. After receiving a
law degree in 1956 from Southwestern School of Law,
Bradley retired from the LAPD to practice law for a year
before running for City Council in 1963 (10th District).
Bradley won the seat with the support of a biracial
coalition that included politically active liberal whites,
primarily Jews, and a broad swath of middle- and
upper-class African Americans. The campaign drew on
Bradley’s relationships and experiences forged from
his involvement in the United Club, part of the liberal
California Democratic Council, and from his volunteer
work on the successful city council campaign (1949)
of Edward Roybal. Roybal was a mentor and friend of
Bradley’s, and his multiracial political coalition in the
1940s and ’50s in fact became the basis for Bradley’s
political coalition in the 1970s and ’80s.2 Bradley’s
coalition was “born in the middle-class neighborhoods
of southwestern L.A.,”3 particularly in the 10th District,
which political scientist Raphael Sonenshein has called
the “seedbed of the biracial alliance” because it was
the “center of Black upward mobility and the site of
major reform activity among white liberals.”4 Bradley’s
council victory “demonstrated how an organized and
united black community could overcome hostility and
indifference to win political representation” in the early
1960s. Ultimately, “Los Angeles was a place where an
innovative and powerful type of coalition was being
tested.”5 Two other African American men were elected
to the council in 1963—Gilbert Lindsay (9th District) and
Billy G. Mills (8th District).
Bradley counted on the same biracial coalition to
help elect him mayor of Los Angeles in 1973, and this
long-standing coalition would help him win re-election
four times. Bradley’s unsuccessful first run for mayor
in 1969 occurred in the context of urban unrest and
growing social and political activism, such as the
mainstream Civil Rights Movement, Black Power, and
the East L.A. blowouts, all dedicated to challenging
the status quo regarding racial inequality and social
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injustice in an increasingly diverse Los Angeles.
Bradley’s campaign against incumbent Sam Yorty was
considered a long shot. Although he was defeated, his
campaign “came to symbolize the entire thrust of the
African American movement for political representation
in Los Angeles, while at the same time, the election
was considered a major step on the road to biracial
coalition power.”6 Four years later, in a slightly calmer
political and social climate, Bradley once again
challenged Yorty and this time succeeded because “he
had the rare ability to reassure and comfort … all the
city’s contesting groups.”7 Bradley became the first
African American mayor of a U.S. metropolitan city
(following other African American mayoral pioneers
in such cities as Cleveland, Gary, and Newark). His
remarkable success at coalition-building was all the
more striking because at the time of his election, Los
Angeles was a majority white city at 59%, while blacks
and Latinos made up approximately 18% each.8
The rise of Bradley’s biracial coalition signified a
shift in L.A.’s civic power structures over a period of
20 years—from white male elites such as downtown
businessmen and the Committee of 25 to a multiracial
coalition of “liberals and minorities,” who up until the
early 1960s were, “for the most part, excluded from
power in a city that had been shaped by conservative
white businessmen.”9 The small-town conservatism
practiced by white elites in Los Angeles allowed local
government officials to practice “fiscal stringency,
strong support for the forces of order and reluctance
to participate in federal social programs.”10 While
business-led civic organizations played an important
role in policymaking and planning, the exclusion of
racial minorities in particular limited civic leaders’
effectiveness at addressing urban problems and social
injustice. As Sonenshein notes, middle-class blacks and
Jews lived in close proximity to each other in certain
parts of the city and, united by “mutual interests and
shared ideology,” rallied around Bradley to gain political
power and enact change within local government.11
In many ways, Chandler’s elite cultural coalition and
Simons’s multiracial grassroots coalition helped
pave the way for this political moment by opening
spaces for increased civic participation of Jews and
minorities. More significantly, this historic coalition
marked a shift in black “factional politics” by uniting
working-class blacks and the “progressive, upwardly
mobile portion of the Los Angeles Black community
long overshadowed by the party regulars.”12 Some have
called Bradley’s election a “remarkable political first in
the history of race and politics in America.”13 Even more
striking was how popular he was, and remained for
nearly all of his time in office—evidence that Bradley’s
calm manner and quiet strength captured the attention
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The San Gabriel Valley city of Monterey Park, named an All-America City by the National Civic League in 1985 during a period
of rapid ethnic diversification, was home to one of America’s first Filipino-American elected officials, City Councilmember and
Mayor Gonzalo Monty Manibog, as well as the first female Chinese-American mayor in the United States, Lily Lee Chen. This
undated photograph from the early 1980s shows a swearing-in ceremony for Pauline Lemar, David Almada, Chen, and Rudy
Peralta, as Manibog and George Westphaln look on. Courtesy Monterey Park Bruggemeyer Library.

and support of Angelenos. Bradley’s multiracial
coalition was “the most durable and significant in
American modern history” until President Obama was
elected in 2008. His biographers argue that Bradley’s
election to mayor “opened up a new future for race
relations,” not only in Los Angeles, but “nationwide.”14
And although Bradley’s initial coalition was primarily a
black-white alliance, over the following two decades
it morphed into a multiracial coalition that included
Latinos and Asian Americans.15
During his tenure as mayor, Bradley oversaw the
transformation of Los Angeles into what he called a
“‘world-class city,’ a place with glittering skyscrapers,
a striking new skyline and a vibrant downtown.”16 The
transformation began in the 1950s through federal and
local redevelopment policy, but Bradley took it to a
new level in which L.A. became an international center
of trade and a leader in urban environmentalism.
Initially, downtown business leaders opposed Bradley,
but the mayor eventually won them over by rallying
the business community to support a 1974 downtown
redevelopment plan that would revitalize local financial
and business districts. His belief in business prosperity
as the key to a healthy economy and high employment

rates aided the project to create business hubs in
Century City and at Warner Center in Woodland Hills.
Bradley is widely credited with transforming L.A. into
“one of the most diversified and important cities in
the world.”17 His administration also expanded the
diversity of City Hall employees, specifically women,
minorities, and people with disabilities. Bradley’s
major achievements include the expansion of Los
Angeles International Airport; signing a number of
groundbreaking civil rights bills, including the 1979
gay rights bill and 1985 anti-AIDS discrimination bill;
overseeing the city’s bicentennial (1983); and lastly,
bringing the 1984 Summer Olympics to Los Angeles,
widely considered his crowning achievement, in
part because it was the most financially successful
Olympics to date.18 One of Bradley’s most enduring
legacies is the construction of light rail, which
paved the way for a mass transit system that would
eventually crisscross metropolitan Los Angeles.19
Bradley’s term also witnessed the election of the
first Chinese American member of the Los Angeles
City Council—indeed the first Asian American—Michael
Woo, in 1985. Japanese American actor and activist
George Takei had run unsuccessfully in 1973, and Woo’s
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landslide win came on his second try.20 Woo’s victory
(13th District) was particularly striking because the
city’s Asian population in 1985 stood at 6 percent,
while in his own district it was less than 5 percent.
Woo was said to have won his council seat in part
because of a “growing recognition by politicians in
California that the Asian constituency is becoming
an important force in California politics.” In the wake
of the ascendancy a year earlier of Los Angeles
County’s first Chinese American mayor, Monterey
Park’s Lily Lee Chen, Woo’s Los Angeles City Council
victory was touted as a groundbreaking moment
for all Asian Americans interested in politics.21 The
political ascent of Asian American Angelenos paralleled
the emergence of a new Japanese American civic
center in Little Tokyo, anchored by the Japanese
American National Museum (JANM), which opened in
1992. JANM’s mission is to preserve the history and
culture of Japanese Americans, and it chronicles
Japanese immigrants in the U.S. JANM was funded in
large part by a 1985 bill passed in the California state
legislature, in acknowledgement of the “social, cultural
and economic” contributions made in California by
Japanese Americans. The bill required the City of Los
Angeles to match the funds, which it did to the tune
of $1 million.22 The museum also received funding
from Japanese Americans via reparations payments
resulting from the Civil Liberties Act of 1988.23 Michael
Woo’s Los Angeles City Council victory and the opening
of JANM were in fact long-overdue manifestations of
Asian American political activism. As a recent exhibition
at the Chinese American Museum in downtown Los
Angeles argues, “Asian American identity has always
been political.” The exhibition chronicles the history of
pan–Asian American activism beginning in the 1960s,
from Filipino farm workers negotiating alongside Cesar
Chavez to the story of college students forming oncampus civil rights organizations across California.24
What is most striking about the Asian American
movement in Los Angeles was its broad commitment
to intersectional Asian identity and its solidarity with
multiracial social justice activists during a socially
and politically volatile period that overlapped with
Bradley’s time in office.
In fact, Bradley’s administration weathered major
challenges that would eventually unravel his coalition,
bookended by economic decline in the 1970s and
early 1990s.25 These challenges included a school
busing crisis, continued police brutality despite the
enactment of major LAPD reforms, and the growth
of homelessness, crack cocaine use, and gang
activity. These problems were aggravated by the
region’s diffuse power structures amidst a changing
political climate. Bradley firmly believed that business
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prosperity and a revitalized downtown would benefit
the entire city and generate jobs, but the increase
in foreign investment meant diminished corporate
interest in civic engagement and community life.
Worsening traffic congestion, air pollution, and Santa
Monica Bay pollution also plagued his administration.
The final collapse of Bradley’s coalition arrived with the
1992 civil unrest after four white police officers were
acquitted of all charges pertaining to the spring 1991
videotaped beating of Rodney King. The civil unrest
would shatter “the illusion that a black mayor could
end inequality and hopelessness.” Bradley would retire
in 1993, rather than seek a sixth term.26
Retirement notwithstanding, the events of the era and
the mayor himself left behind legacies of deep change.
In the wake of the Rodney King beating, Bradley formed
an independent commission to investigate policing
practices of the Los Angeles Police Department. Known
as the Christopher Commission, as it was chaired
by attorney and diplomat Warren Christopher, the
Commission produced a report that excoriated the
LAPD for long-standing police brutality and use of
force. The Commission’s findings, both of the excessive
violence and of the LAPD’s entrenched unwillingness to
launch appropriate investigations of officers and police
culture, led to significant and lasting change. Civilian
oversight of the LAPD, in the form of the Los Angeles
Police Commission, was shored up significantly, and
LAPD internal practices were made subject to much
closer scrutiny and consequences by way of the LAPD
Inspector General’s office and other mechanisms.27
Nothing in the long history of the Los Angeles Police
Department has had the kind of impact of these
reforms; they have remade the department, its culture,
and its accountability.
In this and other, less significant ways, Tom Bradley’s
tenure as mayor encapsulated major changes in the
local power structure, adding to and changing the
nature of the diffusion, rather than consolidating it.
As historian Kevin Starr put it, Bradley was “a prism
through which we can see both the rise of Los Angeles
as an international city and the reemergence of a
vibrant black community… His mayoralty was a time
in which Los Angeles reconfigured itself, redefined
itself.”28 By the end of his time in office, the city
government had to contend with increasingly powerful
interest groups—developers, unions, and community
groups, such as neighborhood associations. This period
also signified a change in public-private partnerships
that aimed to be more inclusive, driven by shifting
demographics and sometimes polarizing racial politics.
Up until the early 1960s, public-private partnerships
that encompassed regional solutions to civic problems
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Mayor Tom Bradley takes an escalator at the January 30, 1993, opening of the Red Line subway downtown. One of Bradley’s most
enduring legacies was the construction of a light rail mass transit network, which catalyzed a new system—in many places using
old Pacific Electric rights of way—that once again would crisscross metropolitan Los Angeles. Courtesy Los Angeles Public Library.

were typically successful, aided by the tightly held
reins of elite, white civic leaders with narrow interests.
As their power faded, and as civic initiatives became
more socio-economically and racially diverse, the
ability to achieve civic goals became more difficult.
Bradley’s success in luring greater foreign investment
in the Los Angeles economy further complicated
any sense of community and civic investment from
business leaders across the region and limited his
ability to “harness the power of the private sector” to
solve civic problems.29
The decision to rely on private-sector investment to
rebuild central Los Angeles after the 1992 civil unrest
provides a glaring example of how collaboration
and public-private partnerships limited, rather than
achieved, any tangible success. In the aftermath of the
civil unrest, Mayor Bradley established Rebuild LA, “a
public-private coalition officially designated ‘an extragovernmental task force,’” which according to Kevin
Starr was “separate from city government—but not, as
it turned out, from city politics.”30 While Rebuild LA is
widely seen as a failure, the story of its impact is much
more complex in that several important civic initiatives
emerged precisely because of its failure. In fact, multiple
efforts to put the city back together tell a story in which

the shared trauma of this moment triggered grassroots
collaboration that gave birth to several nonprofits and
to a renewed focus on leadership. It demonstrated that
during a time of seemingly little progress, changes in
the power structure and the ability of ordinary folks to
get things done were percolating under the surface.
The goal of Rebuild LA was to harness the power of
the private sector to replace and improve on what was
lost in the 1992 turmoil of civil unrest.31 Bradley tapped
former Major League Baseball Commissioner Peter
Ueberroth to head the organization. Ueberroth was a
multimillionaire who had successfully overseen the
first privately financed Olympic Games in L.A. in 1984,
producing a $215 million surplus, with the added bonus
of “bringing to Los Angeles a triumphant sense of having
arrived as a world city.” In 1984, Time magazine named
him Man of the Year. In 1991, Ueberroth led Governor Pete
Wilson’s Council on California Competitiveness, which
created a successful economic recovery plan for the
state.32 In other words, Ueberroth was a well-respected
and brilliantly successful leader who appeared a natural
choice to lead the area’s recovery.
Rebuild LA was a five-year economic development
program that brokered partnerships between
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African American community activists, led by Karen Bass, then an emergency-room physicians assistant, founded the
Community Coalition for Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment, to organize against criminalization of substance addiction
and to end the proliferation of nuisance liquor stores and motels in South Central Los Angeles (now South L.A.). The Community
Coalition has seen two of its leaders move into public office: Bass became the 67th Speaker of the California State Assembly
and subsequently was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, and her successor as executive director, Marqueese HarrisDawson, was elected to the Los Angeles City Council. Courtesy Karen Bass.

community, government, and private-sector businesses
aimed at job creation through redevelopment.
Initially, the organization created hope that the
private sector could solve problems where the public
sector had failed, but it was later seen as a massive
disappointment that would “repeatedly overpromise
and underachieve.” The chief critiques are that the
organization sought to complete its work in too
short a period and that changes in city and county
government worked to undermine the organization’s
specific goals.33 Starr argues that the organization
was almost immediately “in danger of being torn
apart by the same ethnic tensions that had recently
destroyed large portions of the city,” in part because
the Korean, African American, and Latino communities
most affected by the civil unrest each demanded
a large stake. The board of directors charged with
policymaking had swelled to 80 members, which
crippled its effectiveness.34 The board was also an
example of how often Angelenos relied on corporate
leadership with a charismatic figure at the helm
to come up with civic solutions. But by the early
1990s, the loss of L.A.-based corporate headquarters
contributed to the organization’s failure because there
were few C-level executives to turn to for deep civic
engagement or local corporate investment. Further,
the organization was only able to secure under $200
million in corporate pledges toward its goal of $4
billion to $6 billion needed to “create the 75,000–94,000
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jobs necessary to stabilize the inner city.” The resulting
internal turmoil, and the resignation of Ueberroth 13
months after its launch, muddled the organization’s
mission and made it mostly ineffective.35
Yet, by 2001, the local economy was booming, with Los
Angeles County ranked 16th in the world.36 If Rebuild
LA was, at best, a qualified success, how did the
economy recover? No large-scale private investments,
especially the corporate pledges Ueberroth and
Rebuild LA expected to count on for recovery, were
responsible for the region’s economic revival by 2001.
Rather, “a myriad of companies employing fewer than
one hundred people were now responsible for half
the jobs in the county: immigrant-run firms… doing
business in new activities like textiles, toys, and high
tech.” Starr notes, “corporate Los Angeles had virtually
disappeared.”37 What Rebuild LA failed to accomplish,
the local community managed to achieve on its own,
with no help from local government and virtually no
public assistance. Despite its attempt at inclusivity,
“Rebuild LA was a top-down organization in a city
whose economic vitality was percolating from the
bottom up, and whose entrepreneurs—so many of
them recent immigrants—were deeply suspicious of
government boards, even quasi-government boards,
however well intended.” These local and immigrant-run
businesses had no need for getting involved in such an
effort when they were accomplishing its goals on their
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own.38 It is also an example of stakeholders not willing
or able to hold the organization accountable, even if
the community’s needs were never fully considered. The
economic activity of Latino immigrants in particular was
a key part of the resurgence.39 Thus, the unintended
consequences of Rebuild LA’s failure to harness private,
corporate power was that it left a vacuum in which
ordinary folks—immigrants, longtime residents, activists,
and even City Council members—stepped in to lead the
way toward recovery and rebuilding.
For example, African American community activists
organized the Community Coalition for Substance Abuse
Prevention and Treatment, targeted toward policy
reform. The proliferation of liquor stores in South Central
Los Angeles (now South L.A.) had long been a point of
contention within the community because of high food
prices and because the accessibility of an addictive
substance damaged community health. In the aftermath
of the civil unrest, the Community Coalition pressured
the city to limit the issuance of conditional use
permits and rebuilding permits, effectively preventing
the majority of the 200 destroyed liquor stores from
rebuilding. While their efforts did not solve the problem
of disproportionately more liquor stores in the South L.A.
community, the coalition contributed toward “significant
policy in the realm of ‘social hazard’ zoning that have
enhanced, however modestly, the quality of life.”40
Also significant is the example of both a community
response and a notable exception to the lack of largescale investment from the University of Southern
California (USC), a private institution with a $1 billion
annual budget and the “largest private employer in the
city.” USC’s campus, adjacent to the heart of the unrest,
escaped any major damage in 1992. USC’s recently
appointed president, Steven Sample, made a commitment
to renewed community engagement through the adoption
of “neighborhood outreach as an essential premise”
for USC’s strategic plan. Within a decade Sample made
good on his promises, with the help of dedicated faculty
and staff. Among USC’s ambitious programs: providing
USC workers, mostly minorities, with down payments
on neighborhood houses; offering scholarships to USC
workers from kindergarten through high school, and for
attendance to USC; $1 million a year in local investments;
and community safety programs. USC’s efforts garnered
a College of the Year title from Time magazine in 2000, in
part because USC “had established a community relations
and improvement program that Time considered a model
for inner-city universities in challenged urban areas.”41
USC also played a significant role in supporting
the ability of faith-based organizations to address
urban problems after 1992, resulting in the eventual

establishment of the Cecil Murray Center for
Community Engagement. Initially, a USC sociology
professor connected with Rev. Cecil Leonard Murray
of the First African Methodist Episcopal (FAME)
Church of Los Angeles about the contributions of
religious organizations to the revival of South L.A.
The study spurred the establishment of the USC
Center for Religion and Civic Culture (CRCC), gave birth
to an annual conference on faith-based economic
development, and led to the hiring of Murray after his
retirement from FAME civic life. After a number of years
actively studying and engaging with local religious
communities as part of CRCC, USC launched the Cecil
Murray Center in 2012 to create “an incubator and
training center for faith-based institutions tackling the
challenges of their communities.” The center provides
civic engagement strategy programs, leadership
mentoring, and a network of support for faith
communities interested in actively pursuing social
and economic progress.42
One final flashpoint for changes in civic leadership
was the campaign to save the downtown L.A. Central
Library from destruction in the late 1970s. What began
as an effort to stop destruction of a historically
significant building became a siren call for preventing
the erasure or destruction of Los Angeles’s past. This
galvanizing moment turned into a grassroots historic
preservation movement, in which L.A. now leads the
country. Los Angeles in fact became an early harbinger
of preservation and adaptive reuse strategies that
repudiated slash-and-burn urban renewal. The Los
Angeles Conservancy is currently the largest historic
preservation organization in the country. It is an
example of how a nonprofit organization led the
way toward change and helped create public policy
by forcing the city to strengthen its commitment to
preserving and protecting the history of Los Angeles,
not only by saving historically or architecturally
significant buildings but also by creating protective
policies aimed at restoration and adaptive reuse.
The conservancy promotes “a vision of Los Angeles
as a place that values our past and considers it
an essential part of our present and future.”43 The
grassroots activism aimed at rescuing an old building
from destruction gave rise to a historic preservation
movement that would become a model for other cities
across the United States.
In the four decades since Bradley came to power, the
multiracial alliances that held together his coalition
have long since shifted and disintegrated. In particular,
the black-Jewish alliance that upheld Bradley’s coalition
slowly frayed, complicated by shifting Democratic
and progressive politics that came to include Latinos
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and Asian Americans. Black-Latino relations also
fizzled.44 By the mid-1990s, it became clear that “a new
constituency, the Latino community, was going to drive
a transition to the next stage of Los Angeles politics.”
The rise of Latino political activism grew out of an
emphasis on organized labor, which helped expand
Democratic alliances but also drove divisions between
labor interests and business interests within the
Democratic party, complicating any politician’s ability
to hold together a majority.45
However, the lessons from Bradley’s coalition politics
were not lost on the city’s most recent mayors.
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa (2005–2013) applied the
lessons of the Bradley Coalition in building his own
powerful multiracial coalition of Westsiders and
Latinos, as well as organized labor, to win election in
2005.46 Mayor Eric Garcetti (elected 2013; re-elected
to term ending 2022) likewise drew on the lessons
of Bradley’s coalition by appealing to Villaraigosa’s
Westside / Latino Eastside coalition, but also carried
the traditionally white, Republican northwest San
Fernando Valley in the 2013 mayoral race, albeit
without the support of the black vote or labor. Garcetti
became the city’s first elected Jewish mayor.47
The impact of new progressive majorities cultivated by
Villaraigosa and Garcetti can be seen in the relatively
uneventful raising of the minimum wage and the
emergent business/labor alliance supporting new
policies and local tax revenues in transit, housing, and
coal-reducing measures. Villaraigosa’s achievements
for transit include getting Measure R passed, lobbying
for federal transportation dollars, and supporting
rezoning and entitlements along transportation
corridors. He noted that the “vision behind Measure
R wasn’t just to double the size of the rail system…
it was also to reimagine the city” by building along
transportation lines and changing ridership habits.48
Garcetti likewise has masterfully built a new
progressive majority, perhaps best exemplified by
two-thirds voter approval in the fall of 2016 of two new
tax measures, Measure M and Proposition HHH, both
championed by Garcetti, to provide additional funding
to expand transit and build housing for the homeless—
two of the region’s most pressing problems.49
One of Bradley’s lasting legacies is the continued
diversity of economic development in the metropolitan
region, particularly with the growth of tech industries
in Pasadena and Santa Monica. Also worth noting is
the actualization of a downtown development boom,
represented by the proliferation of restaurants, shops,
cultural and leisure spaces, and high-rise hotels and
apartments, as well as the adaptive reuse of existing
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structures into work/play/live spaces. But with steadily
growing economic resurgence and the revitalization
of specific neighborhoods have come the negative
effects of gentrification. Much of this development, for
lack of a better word, has created tension and conflict
between government officials, residents, developers,
landlords, and small-business owners.
For example, efforts to revitalize the Los Angeles
River have raised the complex issue of gentrification
for neighborhoods bordering the river. The workingclass, mostly Latino neighborhood known as
Frogtown—which runs from trendy Atwater Village to
downtown—has been the most vocal and contentious
example of how the River project has the potential
to destroy neighborhood character, rather than
revitalize and improve the lives of residents. The
expected $1 billion investment has created “an
incredible surge” in developer interest because riveradjacent neighborhoods are expected to become
more attractive places to live. With the urging of
Frogtown residents, the City of Los Angeles took
some steps in 2015 to slow the frenzy of interest to
some extent, in the form of zoning changes that cap
building heights at two stories and limit the size of
buildings to 60 percent of the lot. Displacement, as
current residents get priced out of the neighborhood,
has long been a concern for Frogtown residents,
who regularly receive inquiries regarding selling
their once-undesirable properties to developers who
want to rebuild or evict current residents and raise
rents.50 Still, Frogtown residents have already been
affected by increasing rent costs, and at least half of
the neighborhood’s riverfront properties have been
sold in the last few years at higher sale prices. Some
low-income residents bordering the river feel they
“are being pushed aside for more monied interests”
and question the public-spirited nature of a redesign
occurring behind closed doors, despite years of
community input.51 In this—even with its “grand”
regional vision52 —the efforts parallel earlier civic
initiatives of the past, created as “‘an entrepreneurial
organization that can work across the public, private,
and philanthropic sectors’ and … filled with … ‘realestate developers, lawyers,’” studio executives, and
scions of elite families, and interdependent with
government and commercial interests. As housing
pressures and gentrification unfold, questions
remain about trust and economic inclusion.53 The
complexity of revitalizing the river in a way that
accomplishes shared sustainability, economic, and
tourism goals without ignoring the needs and equity
concerns of local residents and neighborhoods
is indicative of the broader challenges facing Los
Angeles civic leadership today.
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Introduction
The history of civic leadership in Los Angeles is a story of diffusion. From recreation
to revitalization, across geographies, economies, and political structures, the past
one hundred years has illuminated the promise and the peril that beckons when civic
leaders engage one another in this diffuse landscape to advance visions of the
public good. Whether a persistent paradox or an ongoing tension, the juxtapositions
of coordination, diffusion, partnership, and fragmentation have been defining
characteristics of civic conflicts and collaborations in Southern California.
At their best, civic leaders have served a vital intermediary role between elected
officials and the grassroots: supporting, constraining, prodding, demanding, and
more—inspiring action on all sides and insuring that successes are sustained. Their
achievements tell us that Los Angeles is a place where culturally and generationally
diverse individuals can connect place and perspective to action. Building upon
authenticity and authority growing out of local ties to specific neighborhoods (even
particular streets or blocks), these leaders sought change and made a difference.
Their stories tell of personal relationships that transcended position and geography
in building coalitions of shared interests and values, solving problems by bridging
diverse but not impossibly divergent domains. Their triumphs shine with creativity
and adaptability. These were (and are) Angelenos unafraid to demand the good
where they saw it lacking, and to seek footholds for brave new ideas. These legacies
are important and powerful.
These histories also offer us a usable past. As the 21st century deepens,
contextualizing the present and anticipating the future with an eye on the past
can be powerfully catalytic. Our recent history offers a framework for a meaningful
civic identity to carry us through the emerging 21st century. The great collective
enterprises of the first quarter of the current century have not emerged, contextfree, from a screenwriter’s imagination and a studio set. History matters: it obligates
us to learn more, know more, and, thus grounded, do more. This is true across all
facets of metropolitan challenge, and Los Angeles is no exception: all places, all cities,
incubate better ideas and better leaders when history is at the table
of imagining and decision-making.
As cross-sector efforts to enhance urban health and wellbeing gain visibility, the
history of civic problem solving in Los Angeles offers insights and lessons through
which to forge an improved collective future. Our region’s vast geography, diffuse
power structure, and diverse population have helped make it a trailblazer. However,
inattention to history, persistent political fragmentation, and an artificially narrowed
civic elite have occluded our record of innovation.
Indeed, history complicates all that we have inherited from the Angelenos and the
Los Angeles that pre-dates us. Like all stories, our history can inspire and can reveal
the sticky intricacies that vex problem solvers at any level of engagement. No less
than the scientific uplift efforts of the turn of the 20th century, the reconfiguration
of metropolitan mobility through mass transit necessarily entails the imperfect and
uncomfortable imposition of urban planning order on roadways built to extend
(some might say indulge) individual frontier freedom through the single-occupancy
automobile. The remaking of the Los Angeles River is no less ambitious than the
raising of the Music Center—and no less fraught than the razing of Bunker Hill or the
obliteration of Chavez Ravine. And even if today’s dividing lines involve class alongside
race and ethnicity, taming the twin-headed Cerberus of homelessness and housing
insecurity necessarily has reanimated battles over justice, equity, and inclusion that
have been waged since the earliest days of redlining and the criminalization of racial

